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"EL CAUDILLO" -- FIELD MARSHALL DON ERNESTO RODOLFO
SIGISMUNDO ANDRES DE SUBALLA Y LOS RIOS

Since 1939 you have been the Supreme and Benevolent Military Leader
(read dictator) of the Inertian nation. You are a shrewd judge of character
and, in the words of the American Ambassador, "A damn good fellow. "
During the early period of your reign you ruthlessly eradicated all who
opposed you; and, while your present position is so secure that you have
become more moderate (much in the tradition of Brazil's Getulio Vargas,
at whose funeral you were a pall-bearer), you would still take swift and
permanent action against any person or organization you perceived to be
a real threat to your position.

The country runs very smoothly in the capable hands of Generals Moreno,
Medina and Navarro who work well together yet are of sufficiently diverse
character to preclude their ever combining against you. You consciously
balance the threre of them off and scrupulously avoid showing any favoritism.

You delight in projecting a father-like image, and it is not unusual for the
newspapers to carry a front page picture of you signing the papers granting
a poor peasant woman a pension for the rest of her life after the tragic death
of her son in a machete fight. The exception to your benevolent image lies
in your implacable hatred of the Samkhanese peasantry. This hatred is
rooted in unpleasant memories of childhood.

You have amassed an enormous fortune some of which you keep in Swiss
banks although you don't feel you will ever have to use it. You even feel
sufficiently confident to allow the Americans to persuade you to let Giannelli,
the RDP leader, return on parole. You have ordered F. A. N. G. to keep
Giannelli under surveillance, but not to move against him without ironclad
evidence of political agitation. At the same time, you resent American
pressures on Giannelli's behalf--you are not one to view opposition kindly.
Meanwhile, General Navarro of F. A. N.G. has reported that the Communist
Saladio might indeed be back in the country. (Your suggestions to President
Johnson about the FLN were groundless when made.) You have ordered
Navarro to find Saladio at once, if not before. if you could produce Saladio,
or even prove the existence of a clandestine FLN, American pressures on
you for democratic gestures might very well ease.

You have a power rating of 500, much superior to that of any individual or
group which might challenge you--though challenge of any major proportion is
highly unlikely. Your power, then, is unlimited for all practical purposes.

Power Rating: 500
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MAJOR-GENERAL MORENO -- ARMY COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF

As one of the three generals directly under Suballa, you have spent almost
your entire military career under the prevailing stability and are very
thankful for it. As Army Commander-in-Chief for the past thirty years,
there has been absolutely nothing to challenge whatever training and talents
you have. Hence, for relaxation (and to keep in shape) you have taken to
playing polo every afternoon, and there are standing orders that nothing
less than a revolution should disturb your game.

Your main airibition for the past two years has been to replace General
Medina when he retires as chief military governor as you feel he really
has the softest job. You would not be greatly opposed to hastening his
departure if it did not upset the stability of the regime. Your primary fear
is that General Navarro, the cleverest man in the capitol, will use his
secret police to uncover the problems which you know exist in the army.
On occasion you have attempted to uncover his agents, and you would not
hesitate to do so again. Nonetheless, you would never do anything against
the wishes of Field Marshal Suballa to whom you are extremely loyal.

You permit your three subordinates to handle their commands as they
wish, but this is no challenge to your authority as all three men were
selected for their unfailing lack of initiative and unswerving loyalty to
El Caudillo, and, of course, to yourself.

Power Rating: 70
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You are the head of F. A. N. G., the dreaded secret police, much feared in
Inertia. You are completely loyal to Field Marshall Suballa who has always
given you a free hand to set up your informant network. You consider the
army chief, Major-General Mareno, a polo-playing bonehead with no appre-
ciation of tactics which do not involve several hundred men and a howitzer.
He despises you equally and never tires of contrasting the simple honest
soldier that he perceives himself to be with your devious Machiavellian
image. You are not much more enthusiastic about Brig. Gen. Manuel Mediva
who is in charge of the administrative side but have more respect for his
intelligence.

You have hand-picked agents in each province--Madame Dulcinea Cervantes
in Santa Filomena, Pancho Vargas in Marinara and Choi Oi Sao in Lucretia.
You do not want any of these three to find out that the others are also working
for you as you prefer that they have no opportunity to ally against -you. You
have a hold over all three of them. Senora Cervantes has a more-than-professional
interest in you personally; Pancho Vargas is indebted to you for your long-
standing but clandestine support for his artistic endeavors; and Choi Oi Sao owes
his position as neo-Delphic oracle to you in that the whole idea of Mithraism was
yours, designed to give the Sarakhanese an other-worldly outlet for their
potentially explosive frustrations. These agents would be very difficult to
replace, so you must be prepared to take care not to expose them. They each
know there must be other agents working for you, but each are prima donna
types who prefer to believe that they are, if not the only agent, quite the most
important.

The only threat to your preeminent and comfortable position lies in the over-
throw of the system. El Caudillo is too well aware of your abilities to let you
go because of complaints from Moreno or Medina. Any democratic or popular
parties like the RDP or the FLN are potentially dangerous for you, and you are
particularly concerned to find Saladio who, you are informed by a foreign
source, has actually retired to the country. You have also reason to believe
that the FLN have some kind of party structure already set up and you would
dearly love to find their agents. You are not so concerned about the RDP
but are concerned to prevent them getting any kind of popular support.

You do not like the Americans, particularly the military attache, and you are
aware that they don't like you, your methods and your organization. You are
quite unscrupulous and will use any means to gain your ends. You are loyal
only to El Caudillo and yourself.

Power Rating: 80
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BRIGADIER-GENERAL MEDINA

You are the head of the administrative side of the government, which you
run through three military governors, Lt. Col. Torremolinos in Santa
Filomena, Lt. Col. Albeniz in Mari nara and Lt. Col. Sanza in Lucretia
province. All three are able officers. You are conscientious and an
excellent administrator, as Suballa well knew when he appointed you. You
are utterly loyal to El Caudillo whom you greatly admire.

You regard Moreno, the military commander, as idle, inefficient and unintel-
ligent and feel that anyone who h-.: time to play polo every afternoon cannot
be doing a good job. At the same time you envy him his troops--you have
hardly any of your own. You dislike but rather admire Brig. Gen. Navarro,
the head of the secret police, and would be very interested to know who his
agents are, something you have never managed to discover.

You genuinely feel that the democratic method is an inefficient way to run a
country. You feel that Giannelli should not have 1 een allowed back into the
country and that the U.S.A. should not be allowed to influence your country's
decisions. You are particularly keen to find Sala.dio or any of the FLN
group and crush them once and for all before the Communist menace gets
a chance to grow.

You get on well with the American contingent although you resent their
interference about Giannelli. You I.-tve a good relationship with Colonel
Y. F. Bill, the military attache wo lias expressed admiration for the
efficiency of your administration.

All your three administratives are loyal to you but Sanza has told you that
he disagrees with the government policy towards the Samkhanese minority
in Lucretia. Government policy, formulated by El Caudillo is that the
Sarakhanese should be kept in a ghetto-type existence and given no political
or other rights. You told Sanza at the time that government policy was
government policy. He accepted this but he might bear watching.

Power Rating: 70
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In reality, you are the famous Communist Saladio, returned secretly from
exile. Your cover name is Carlos Armendariz and your well-documented
cover story is that you are an observer for the United Nations Economic
Commission for Latin America (the man from UNECLA in short). Your
ostensible duty is to go around the country taking down complaints about
development projects. The major flaw in this cover is that the paroled
head of the RDP party, Prof. Giannelli knows you and if he meets you,
will recognize you (for game purposes the player playing Giannelli knows
what cover story Saladio will be using) . Giannelli would not be likely to
be'tray you as he needs you to succeed in his aims.

You have the makings of a revolutionary party in the country who are not
known to each other. Being Russian-trained, you have organized them
on the cell principle. You have Pedro Lefevre, who is ostensibly one of the
travel development people in Santa Filomena, Fulgencio Jimenez supposedly
an economist in San Tomas and Truong Van Dong, who has been setting up
schools among the Sarakhanese minority in Lucretia. They know you but do not
know each other. You are aware that the RDP also have some kind of political
structure set up. You despise the RDP but they are at the moment useful to
you. While the military government is as monolithic and as effective as it is at the
moment, you aadGiannelli need each other but you naturally prefer to be able to
take Giannelli over should you reach power.

You respect and fear Gen. Navarro, the secret police head and should proceed
very carefully as his agents are also secret and unknown to you and probably
to anyone else but Navarro. The army administrators are also fairly sharp
and you should be careful with them.

You are a dedicated hard-nose Communist of lower middle class background.
Truong Van Dong was trained in Albania, is pro-Chinese and his aims lor
the country may differ slightly from yours. Jimenez and Lefevre are native
Inertians and Jimenez, at least, might well harbor Titorist tendencies.
Lefevre is an orthodox pro-Soviet Communist. These divisions are not
likely to matter unless the FLN party should succeed in taking over the whole
country.

You will use any means available to achieve your end. You are not a humani-
tarian in any sense and would not hesitate to sacrifice even your own supporters
for the furtherance of your ideological aims.

Power Rating: 90
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You are the head of the RDP party, returned on parole to Inertia at

the explicit request of the Kennedy administration. You are not allowed

to engage in political activity but nonetheless you are determined to

create a democratic party with sufficient popular support to eventually

overthrow the military government. While the military government remains

monolithic, you will need all the help you can get and so you might even

be prepared to cooperate with the Communist FLN. You know that

Saladio has returned to the country and that he is using as cover a job

with the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America.

You are the only person in the country outside the FLN who knows this

and therefore at the moment the only person who is able to betray

Saladio to the government. You would not want to betray him at this stage,

however, as you might eventually need him and his FLN guerillas.

You should also be aware that Saladio would take you over if he got

the chance and that you must therefore develop personal popular support

separate from any Popular Front which you and Saladio might develop.

You feel that the divergence of interests between you and Saladio need

not be too much of a problem while you are both out of power.

You have the makings of a party structure: Jaime Garcia, a professor at

the University of Santa Filomena, Fernando Marico, a hotel-owner in

Marinara, and Wang Ba-dan, a respected elder of the Sarakhanese

community in Lucretia province. Saladio is aware that you have some

organizational structure but he probably does not know the people

and it is your choice whether or not to tell him who they are. Saladio

also has some organizational structure but you do not know how much

or where.

You have to tread very carefully with the government as they are obviously

watching you. They are also very keen to find Saladio and you should be

careful not to betray him unintentionally, though at the same time you

1-6



must be careful not to frighten the Americans, who are rather sympathetic

to your cause but are adamantly opposed to Saladio and the FLN.

Also, there are presumably secret police agents about, whose identities

are not known to you.

Power Rating: 90
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JAIME GARCIA

As Professor of Economics at the University of Santa Filomena, you

are engaged in a study of the capital's emerging social problems.

Secretly, you are also the RDP representative in Santa Filomena and liable

to instant arrest if perceived as such.

You are a local boy, educated at the University of Santa Filomena.

You have engaged secretly in pro-democratic activities for some time,

but your efforts have been given impetus by the return of Professor

Gianelli. He is your accepted leader and you are loyal to him and take

his orders. You should remember that the terms of his parole are that

he does not engage in political activity, and that therefore the government and

the secret police organization ( F. A. N.G. ) will be watching him closely.

You should be careful neither to get him into trouble now, by too close

contact with him, nor betray your RDP standing, The Americans are

of course sympathetic to the RDP but cannot give much help as the

principle of American policy is not to intefere in the government of other

countries. There are other RDP people in the country -- Wang Ba-dan

in Lucretia Province and Fernando Marico in Marinara. F. A. N. G.

would dearly love to have information on membership, so you should

be careful not to expose your fellow RDP members.

There are also FLN people in the country under the leadership of

Saladio who, rumor has it, returned secretly to the country some time

ago. You are anti- Communist and anti-Fascist but you do appreciate

that it may be necessary to use FLN help in overthrowing the military

dictatorship. You should also be alive to the danger of being taken over

by the FLN and treat any FLN you may meet with some reserve.

Remember also that se-cret police agents are scattered over the country

and you should be careful about speaking freely even in private. Gianelli

of course k1xns all the RDP people and you can check any suspicions with

him.

Your students are pro-democratic but possibly unreliable and of course

possibly infiltrated by the secret police.

Power Rating: 40
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You are the FLN man in Santa Filomena. You bel.ong to an illegal party

and will be arrested if you are ever discovered. You are a native-born

Inertian, middle class, educated at the University of Santa Filomena where

you first became interested in Communism. You are a pro-Soviet hard-

core Communist and your aims are obviously the total overthrow of the

military regime. Saladio has recently returned to the country, disguised

as an agent oi the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin

America, by name Carlos Armendariz. He is your leader and you are

loyal to him. You have been informed, from Cuba, that you will be the

agent for the receipt of money subsidies from Havana, for which your ostensible

activity as a member of the Inertian Tourist Board is ideally suited.

The chief danger to you is the Secret Police organization, F. A. N.G.,

whose agents are everywhere. The governors and the army commanders

are also on the look-out for you, but F. A. N. G., being covert, is the

main threat. There are other FLN agents in the country, but the group

is deliberately organised in the cell principle and you do not know who

they are. There is also Professor Gianelli, the paroled head of the R. D. P.

party, whose policies and whose affiliations with the U.S.A. you despise,

but who could be useful to you. You should not approach him yourself

without Saladio's orders, ai~d naturally, if the FLN were to make any

alliance with him, you would hope to be able to take him over when the

party reached power. The FLN at the moment needs all Lhe friends it

can get. In this, as in any other negotiation, you should follow Saladio's

lead as you are in complete accord with his policies.

You might give some time to thinking out a thoroughly convincing scheme

for improving Inertian tourism just in case anyone asks you.

You may obviously move freely around the country but you must be very

careful not to expose your cover. If you de move around the country you

must decide whether or not to take your small but dedicated guerilla band

or to leave them behind. Take Saladio's orders on this, but read the section

in the rules headed Troop Movements carefully.

Power Rating: 30
With your troops: 60 I-9
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COL. DE PRANO --- COMMANDER OF GARRISON IN SANTA FILOMENA

You and your men are stationed five blocks from the palace and are

specifically responsible for the safety of El Caudillo and his entourage

as you have been since 1934. In those 32 years, there have been no

uprisings. In fact, you have had very little work as a military commander.

The situation is entirely satisfactory, and you fully expect it to continue.

Unfortunately your bureaucracy is rather inefficient -- orders, requisitions,

requests and the like often get misplaced. Unless an order from Gen.

Moreno is extremely important, therefore, it automatically becomes

lost unless repeated twice from above. This has not caused any serious

consequences, however. As long as the situation remains as it has been

for the last 32 years, you remain in control.

At times, though, you have been somewhat jealous of the administrative

jobs under Gen. Medina. The foreign-educated officers under Medina

sometimes annoy you with their pretensions to superiority and with

their belittling remarks about your commander, Gen. Moreno, to

whom you are extremely loyal. You are well aware, however, that

what really matters in the army is command of the troops. Either you

or Lt. Col. Torremolinos must be in Santa Filomena at all times, or

anarchy might follow. You suspect that if you temporarily assigned your

cL -ops to Torremolinos, he might try to keep them permanently.

Zou have established a hands-off attitude towards Gen. Navarro and

F. A. N. G. and are very happy to keep it that way. You are on good

terms with Col. Y. F. Bill, the U.S. military attache, who seems to

be impressed with your command of the situation.

Power Rating: 30
With troops: 60
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LT COL TORREMOLINOS

You are the military governor for the city and district of Santa Filomena.
You report directly to Brig-Gen Medina and are of marginally higher status
than the other two military governors, Lt. Col. Albeniz in Marinara and
Lt. Col. Sanza in Lucretia inasmuch as you have the prize station--the
capital city. They are of course your rivals, but you all get on well. You
are an excellent administrator and an ambitious career officer. You per-
sonally like your superior Gen. Medina and admire his abilities. You dislike
but have a sneaking admiration for the head of the secret police organization
(F. A. N. G.), Brig. Gen. Navarro. You also like your job and feel that a
military government is the best way to win a country as only the army has
the necessary organizational structure. You tolerate the presence of
Giannelli the paroled RDP leader because you are under orders to leave him
alone unless you could produce unquestionable evidence that he had been
engaging in political activity. You are not concerned yourself to watch
Giannelli all the time as the secret police can be relied upon to do this.
You are also under orders to look out for Saladio, the FLN leader, who is
reputed to have returned to the country, and tO try to discover the identities
of his contacts.

You rather despise the stupid men who command the army garrisons,
Col. de Prano in Sarta Filomena, Col. Madeira in Marinara and
Col. Morgan in Lucretia. At the same time you envy them their troop
commands as well as their superior rank and often feel that you would like
to trade in your long hours and bulging files for the open-air army life. You
also sometimes feel that the way to the top in the army is not through the
administrative side. You note that the troop commanders are full colonels
while you and your fellow administrators are Lt. Cols. You rather like
Gen. Moreno, although you do not have a high opinion of his intelligence.
You are however an army officer, utterly loyal to Suballa and basically
contented with your set up.

You are, although ambitious, a patriot and a man of honor, not given to
opportunism. You consider human relationships are initially beneficial
and are exploitative and genuinely feel the present system of government is
the best way to raise standards of living among worker sand peasants.

You get on well with the American contingent in the country, as you and they
share a high interest in the stability of Inertian politics. You get on parti-
cularly well with Col. Y. F. Bill the military attache in whom you recognize
a fellow career officer.

You may move around freely but some members of the government will
always be in Santa Filomena or anarchy ensues. Effectively you have no
men of your own, and therefore no potential for violence unless you should
require troops. Without troops you must rely on Col. DePrano to retain
law and order. Since De Prano is a bumbler, you feel that you could work
more effectively if you had command of his troops.

Power Rating: 40 , )
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ELIOT GREENOUGH -- U.S. AMBASSADOR T"OJ IN1ERTIA

You are a career diplomat in the style set by the Kennedy administration,

and not a political appointee. The policy of the U.S. government is to

lead Inertia gently into the twentieth century; to introduce at least

the possibility of a democratic government. You would therefore oppose

any attempt by the government to interfere with the liberty of Gianelli,

unless they could prove to you beyond any possibility of argument on

your part that he had been politicking. You would of course be disinclined

to back Gianelli if you found out that he was cooperating with the FLN

as it is against American government policy to support the Communists,

directl y or indirectly. Apart from this one point you should follow the

traditional pattern of non-intervention in the affairs of Inertia. You get

on well with El Caudillo although you rarely see him and also reasonably

well with General Medina. You hardly know the mysterious General

Navarro and are fairly indifferent to General Moreno. You get on very

well with Lauterpacht and use him as a channel of communication to

the government.

You are a little skeptical of the existence of the alleged FLN/Communist

threat, and are not at all sure that Saladio really is in the country.

If you were to become convinced of his presence, you would be inclined

to be more tolerant of the dictatorial methods of the local regime.

Power Rating: 40
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HARVEY LOWELL RICHARDSON -- A. I. D. REPRESENTATIVE IN

SANTA FILOMENA.

Since your graduation from Iowa State in 1952 and the Fletcher School of

Law and Diplomacy in 1954, you have been vigorously concerned with

the economics and politics of underdeveloped nations, Latin America

in particular. You spent one year studying in Venezeula and have since

had other assignments abroad. You are the first in your family to have

voted Democratic, and were inspired to join A. I. D. by Kennedy. You

feel that A. I. D. can really get to the heart of things by helping the

peasantry and thereby striking at the roots of the Communist influence.

Your basic goals in Inertia are to make sure that money gets where

it will do the most good. The problem is to get it to the peasants and

the workers who might otherwise be attracted by the now-weak FLN

movement and keep it away from the FLN itself. You are also concerned that

the Sarakhanese minority who are oppressed, disenfranchised, and

(you feel) potentially revolutionary should get some of the money

and you try and pressure Sanza to allow it. By getting the money to

projects that will help the peasantry establish some sort of reasonable

social-political base, you believe that you are thinking ahead to the

day when Suballa will be gone and a reasonable chance for democracy

might emerge.

You feel that Major Bill, the Military Attache, may not be in sympathy

with you. You suspect him of supporting the present regime, and think

that he would support one of the generals to succeed Suballa. Fortunately,

the Ambassador is much more on your side and because of the country

team concept in the State Department, Bill is constrained to follow the

Ambassador's lead.

You are on good terms with Gianelli and, with the Ambassador, prepared

to protect him to the limit of your powers from harassment. You are also

on good terms with Carlos Armendariz the representative of the United

Nations Economic Commission for Latin America.

Power Rating: 20
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COLONEL Y. F. BILL. U. S. MILITARY ATTACHE.

You are a sharp and highly ambitious career officer. You want to do

a conspicuously good job in Inertia, not merely to get by. You do not

exactly approve of the present dictatorial system, but Inertia is, after all,

stable and working on its economic problems. not in the terrible mess

common to far too many Latin American countries. You were originally

an undifferentiated supporter of the democracy along U. S. lines, but

your experience in Asia and Latin America has tended to convince you

that this point of view is unsophisticated and unhelpful. At the same

time, you feel that after Field Marshall Suballa goes, there is really

no one else who could quite fill his place as dictator, and that none of

the three generals, Moreno, Navarro, or Medina, would be able to take

over without engaging in a war with the other two. You are therefore on

the look-out for some system that the U.S.A. could support after El

Caudillo's ultimate demise. You tentatively think that some form of

democracy supported by a strong Army on the pattern that obtained

in Brazil before May 1965 might meet the case and are looking around

for the ingredients. You essentially do not want to meddle with the

government or the internal politics and indeed would lose a great many

points should anyone complain to the State Department. The Ambassador

has tacitly given you the go-ahead but could not support you if you were

caught.

You also have to be careful not to get Professor Gianelli into conspicuous

trouble. He is on parole, not to engage in political activity, and the

military government is just waiting for him to start.

You are on good terms with all the military people, armed forces and

administrative, including General Navarro, head of F. A. N. G., whose abilities you

respect. Still, the idea of a secret police force does not strike a responsive

chord in you. Further, you are always careful to express your admiration

equally for the armed forces and-for the administration so as not to be

caught in the verbal cross-fire between the two factions.

1-14
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You have reason to believe that Suballa's stated fears of FLN activities

are trumped up in order to get U.S. military aid, but you are nonetheless

very concerned with possible Communist intrigues. If Saladio is really in

the country, you should use your influence with the government to urge

that he and his infrastructure be rooted out.

Power Rating: ZO
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You are the Inertia representive for the United Fish Company of Boston,

a key employer of the people of Inertia.... Most of the activities of the

company are centered in the port city of San Tomas, but you maintain

your office in the capital city of Santa Filomena in order to deal with

government officials.

Your relati ons and your company's relations with Field Marshall

Suballa have been excellent over the past thirty years. He supports

private enterprise and is a staunch anti-Communist; he supports United

Fish as it provides jobs for some of the people at the same time as it

provides a steady amount of income forthe state, most of which finds

its way to Suballa's own pocket. You think it is too bad that El Caudillo

has had to institute repressive policies from time to time, but you feel

he is doing the best he can under the circumstances. You are also on

good terms with the American Embassy.

You have a high interest in stability. Yo, tend to use forceful persuasion,

not violence, in dealing with others, and tend to opportunism, not honor.

You are a firm believer in the American way of industry, free enterprise,

no creeping socialism, etc.

Your direct representative in the fishing port of ban Tomas is Mr.

Arthur Caulfield, a fellow American. You deal with him mostly in the

capital city or on the telephone, flying out to San Tomas only in cases

of emergency. While you are capable of moving out of the capital, you

will in fact lose points for doing so. You should therefore be sure that

this loss will be outweighed by any benefits you expect to gain by

moving.

Power Rating: 40
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H. JON LAUTERPACHT

Y'u are probably the country's richest man with substantial interests in

the Santa Filomena hotels, two new beach clubs, and several night

clubs and theaters. For this reason, you are very well in with the existing

power structure, most of whom owe you favors. At the same time,

you are inclined to believe in the democratic experiment, and hope tbat

in due course it may be possible for Inertia to be democratically governed.

You would never be inclined to start any action towards this end but

would certainly be prepared to support a pro-democratic leader. How-

ever, in the present state of Inertian government, with the democratic

party outlawed, you would be very cautious about giving any support

at all to any democratic representative who might approach you, as

you have your own interests to consider.

You are a man of honor, not inclined to opportunism, as you feel you have

all the money and power you could want. You abhor violence as a means

to your ends. You are on good terms with Gianelli whom you previously

supported when the RDP was legal, and also on good terms with Lt. Col.

Albeniz, the governor of Lucretia, whose efficiency and intelligence you admire.

You regard the military commander, Gen. Moreno, as a knothead,

and dislike, ideologically and personally, Gen. Navarro, the head of

F.A.N.G.

You are a patriot and hope that Inertia can someday have its place with

the more progressive Latin American countries. You get on well with the

Americans and should take pains to do so, as you have been able to

negotiate considerable economic aid from them. Despite your interest

in progress, you are much concerned with stability and are quite prepared

to live with a repressive but stable military government rather than

a democratic but unstable government. This is not only to further your

interests; you have seen the disastrous effects of revolution on the

economy and people of the Latin American countries and wish to avoid

these effects for Inertia.

Power Rating: 60
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SENORA DULCINEA CERVANTES

Y our husband, Don Carlos de Velasquez Cervantes, is the Inertian

Ambassador to the U.S. A. You voluntarily remained behind in Inertia,

ostensibly to look after the vast Cervantes family holdings and to pursue

your studies of Inertia's piratical past. In fact, you stayed because you

are in the employ of Brig. Gen. Navarro, the head of F. A. N. G., the

secret police, and are one of his most trusted and loyal employees. You

were recruited by Navarro himself after the Second World War . He is

an extremely charming man.

You are ruthless and extremely ambitious. An attractive woman, you

fought your way from a lower middle class background via the stage

to being the wife of one of the country's richest men. Your husband,

however, has disappointed you because he is something of a playboy

with no taste for power. He does not know, and would be shocked to hear, that

you are in any way connected with Navarro, whom he despises but fears.

Although you are a s nob with a real distaste for the unwashed peasantry,

you are in F. A. N.G. primarily because of the power and excitement

it brings -- and because of Navarro. You are loyal to Navarro and always

seek to impress him. You know, obviously, that he uses other agents,

but you do not know who they are; you are aware tl:-t s ime kind of FLN

structure exists and you suspect that the FLN leader, Saladio, has returned

to the country. It would be a considerable coup if you were to find him

for Navarro. You know also that the RDP party i- organised to some extent

but you despise their leader, Professor Gianel, whom you perceive to

be a weak-kneed, harmless liberal. Your orders are not to move against

Gianelli unless you can prove that he has been engaging in political activity.

You may, however, try to root out his real or suspected agents. One of

your main preoccupations is to conceal your membership in F. A. N. G.

Were it known that you are an agent, your usefulness to Navarro would

be at an end, and the connection abruptly severed. Also, it is possible
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that your husband might divorce you and thereby ruin your social standing.

At the same time, if you are not entirely loyal to Navarro, you are sure

that he would not hesitate to betray you -as an employee, in which case

you would only be safe if you could insinuate yourself into power some

other way.

You have no hesitation in using violent means if they will serve your

purposes, and no loyalties except to yourself and to Navarro. You

perceive society as exploitative and wish to remain on the exploiting

end.

Power Rating: 50
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ALFREDOLIBERTINO CrREDETNrZA -- Ab-.entee Landowner -- Snnta Filomena

You own sugar plantations in the agricultural province of Lucretia.

Your local agents, Fulgencio Pascual and Guillermo "El Tigre" Guzman,

handle day-to-day management of the estates, Pascual dealing with the

native Inertian sugar workers (by far the largest group), while Guzman

has been retained to deal with the Sarakhanese minority sugar workers.

Pascual and Guzman collect the rents and forward them to you in the

capital city, Santa Filomena, to support your rather conspicuous spending

habits. Should the peasants refuse to pay you, you can attempt to have

your agents force them off the land, but of course you do need enough

peasants to get in the harvest or you are defeating your own purposes.

You reside in the capital, visiting Lucretia but once a year, at Christmas-

time, to distribute candy to the Inertian (but not the Sarakhanese) peasants.

You may thus make one free trip to the province. For any additional

trips to Lucretia, you will lose points. You may go, however, if you

think it is really worth it, i.e., if you would lose even more heavily by

not going. You may use the telephone or messages for other discussions.

You oppose any social change among the peasants, as your hold over them,

apart from the economic aspect, is based on their illiteracy and internal

disorganisation. You oppose social equality not only because it would

be inconvenient, but out of conviction that you are innately superior

to the peasants.

You enthusiastically support the Suballa regime for running the country

efficiently and without danger of social revolution.

Power Rating: 40
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MIDDLE CLASS --- SANTA FILOMENA

Study the scenario, particularly the section on the social and economic

background of the country.

Objective: to keep earning a living.

As long as there continues to be stability in Inertia, you are able to

earn your normal income from your small shops, stores anO white collar

jobs, and gain points for doing so.

You, like most Inertians, respect and revere Field Marshall Suballa.

Although you recognize that he has used harsh means on occasion, you

support his ends and feel that on the whole his presence is essential

to preserve a stable and modestly prosperous order. You are not likely to

take major risks.

You are most responsive to any appeals that offer you economic and

material benefits. You feel strongly about the sanctity of private property,

and oppose what little FLN activity there has been in Inertia.

Your people are:

highly cohesive

bound by common economic circumstances in a common outlook

highly interested in bettering their material advantages

admirers and supporters of El Caudillo

of moderate income

of high school education

literate

You oppose the improvement in the lot of the slums and workers (one

of them might want to marry your daughter!).

Since you are a group, you are immobile and may not leave Santa Filomena.

Population: 70, 000

Power Rating: 50
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URBAN WORKERS --- SANTA FILOMENA

Study the scenario, particularly the social and economic background

section.

You are wage earners in the capital city of Santa Filomena employed

in light industry , service occupations and the like. You are happy

with your jobs and are much better paid than you were once were. You

oppose anything which would threaten your security. Like most Inertians,

you revere, respect and admire President Suballa. In your opinion,

he has accomplished a great deal for Inertia, putting things on a stable

basis which has enabled the industries which support your present

jobs to thrive. You do not worry about Suballa's use of violent means

unless such means are against you, a rather unlikely event. Your

acknowledgement of any obligation to take an active part in the political

system is low. You te nd to look upon government and politics as some-

what unpredictable and threatening forces, taking the attitude "Let El

Caudillo take care of it; he knows what's best for Inertia. " You have

hardly any membership in political organisations and there is little union

activity among the group. You are sketchily informed of political facts

and are oriented more as passive subjects than as participant citizens. You are

little concerned with the welfare of the slums or other groups in the city.

You would perhaps like to copy the life-style of the middle class, but

they look down upon you.

You may not travel.

Population: 300, 000

Povr Rating: 60
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SLUMS -- SANTA FILOMENA

Read the scenario, particularly the section on Inertia's economic and

social background.

You constitute the slum dwellers in the capital city of Santa Filomena.

What little unemployment there is in the city may be found in your ranks.

In large part you are uprooted native Inertian peasants from Lucretia

province who have come to the capital seeking work. Although your

lot is a miserable one, you are suspicious of change -- you realize that

although things at present are bad, they could still get worse. However,

like most Inertians, you revere, respect, and admire Field Marshall

Suballa and regard him as the benefactor of the country. It has never

really occurred to you to use violence and demonstrate, for you realize

that this sort of thing is just not done in Inertia, except against the

Sarakhanese minority. You roundly despise these Asian intruders.

You sense a low degree of obligation to work through any political

system, preferring the attitude "Let El Caudillo handle it; he knows

what's best for Inertia." You do not participate in any voluntary political

organisations. Although American aid has helped build a clinic and a

school in the slum, you are not pro-American. You have heard some

people accuse the Americans of draining money out of Grenadilla for

their own purposes and are half -convinced that this must be how they

get big cars and the money to put up the clinics.

Your people typically have families of seven or more children, many

deserted by the fathers. Almost all of you are illiterate, the crime rate

is astronomical and disease is common. Your diet is mostly fish and

beans. Your ambition is to obtain jobs like those presently held by

the urban workers. You see some hope in this area as you know that the

government has sent Professor Garcia to study your problems -- an

evidence of El Caudillo's concern for your welfare.

Population: 80, 000

Power Rating: 50
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STUDENTS -- FILOMENA UNIVERSITY

You represent the university students in the capital city, a group which

has never been noted for its intellectual or politicaL zeal. Since the

Inertian elite usually send their children abroad to be educated, and since

very few peasants and workers have received any schooling, the local

student body derives mainly from families of cautious middle class

businessmen and lower-ranking military officers. Most find employment

upon completion of their studies, but lucrative jobs are few in Inertia

and so there is considerable competition for grades and for recognition

among the students. It is of prime importance to all students that the

university remain open and that they be allowed to continue their studies.

Ir politics, you are mildly pro-democratic but view the Suballa regime

as one of the natural features of Inertian liffr. You have long been in-

doctrinated in love and respect for El Caudillo, both at home and in

school, and are not likely to engage in any plots to overthrow him.

(You also realize that controls are tight, that F. A. N.G. is probably

watching you, and that unauthorized political behavior on your part

would probably result in the university being closed.)

Nonetheless you are not particularly fond of any of the generals -- your

loyalty does not extend beyond El Caudillo. You are also rather critical

of the Americans and feel that United Fish is far too influential in Inertian

affairs. You tend to respond well to nation alistic appeals but are not

prone to violence unless your direct initerests are threatened.

Power Rating: 40

Number: 4,000
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COL. MORGAN -- COMMANDER IN LUCRETIA

You are the commander of the military garrison at Lucretia. Basically,
you are happy with this job, as it involves a minimum of important decision-
making on your part. As a native of Lucretia, you are well aware of the
problems caused by the immigration of the Sarakhanese with their peculiar
ways. You are quite able to handle the occasional incidents between the
S-akhanese and the native Inertian peasantry in accordance with the official
government policy that the Sarakhanese are always wrong.

Your attitude towards the peasantry is based on the idea that since you rose
to your present position through hard work and recognition by General Moreno
(to whom you are unquestionably loyal), any peasant could do the same.
Although you were from the middle class, you do not believe that there is
any giant barrier to any of the workers in the sugar fields to do as you did,
as you are fond of telling them whenever you inspect the garrison on the
plantations.

What you would like now is to move over to the governmental administrative
post held by Lt. Col. Sanza, Gen. Medina's man in Lucretia as you feel he
really has the soft job without your responsibilities. The American military
attache, Major Bill, whom you have met on your trips to Santa Filomena, is
a friend of yours. You resent Lt. Col. Sanza particularly as he does not hide
the fact that he thinks you are a fool and you suspect that the U.S. AID man,
Richardson, concurs. You suspect that there are F.A. N. G. agents in
Lucretia but you have no idea who they are, and you are somewhat afraid of
what they might do to your position.

Either you or Sanza must remain in the province at all times or anarchy
will ensue and El Caudillo will be displeased. Your military forces are rather
inefficient and nothing can be accomplished until orders are repeated twice
from above. Still you are cautious about leaving your troops in Sanza's hands
as he might not give them back.

Power Rating: 30
With troops: 60
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LT. COL. SANZA

You are the military governor in the province of Lucretia. Your fellow
governors are Lt. Col. Torremolinos in Santa Filomena and Lt. Col.
Albeniz in Marinara. Lt. Col. Torremolinos probably has the prized .ob --
Santa Filomena--but you feel that you are the only one of the three who could
handle the complex administrative problems of Lucretia. You have the
Sarakhanese minority to deal with, who are a problem. They have not re-
ceived acceptance from the Inertian peasantry but they are easily offended
and keep to themselves. The Inertian peasantry feel themselves superior to
the Sarakhanese and vice-versa. Incidents are common between these commu-
nities. Government policy towards the Sarakhanese, as dictated by Field
Marshall Suballa is to keep them apart and suppressed and to back the native
Inertians against them in any dispute. You are loyal to Suballa, and to your
immediate superior Brigadier Gen. Medina but you feel that the official
attitude towards the Sarakhanese is misguided. You feel that they should be
assimilated and for this reason, you get on well with Wang Ba-dan,
a respected elder among the Sarakhanese.

You are unusual in the army in that while you feel that stability is the more
important thing for Inertia you have some feeling that a military government
is not a final answer. You once cautiously expressed your feelings on this
and on the Sarakhanese problem to General Medina who received it with no
favor at all. You are therefore very hesitant about expressing such convictions,
the more especially since you have seen the chaos into which other Latin
American countries have been plunged by the democratic experiment.

You dislike Col. Morgan the army commander in the province as he follows
government policy towards the Sarakhanese to the letter and is in your opinion,
a clod anyway. You do rather envy him his troop command as you sometimes
feel that all your life will be spent walled up in an office with the files. You
have to rely on Morgan to provide forces to maintain law and order and feel
that your job could be done more effectively if you commanded the troops
yourself. You may move freely through the country, but either you or Col.
Morgan must be present in Lucretia at all times or anarchy will ensure.

You get on well with the Americans, especially Richardson who is always at
you to give more help to the Sarakhanese peasants. You do agree with him but
you have been hitherto inhibited about saying so as your primary loyalties are of
course to your own government. You have rarely met Gen. Navarro but dislike
the idea of a secret police force very much.

Power Rating: 40
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GGUILLERMO "EL TIGRE" GUZMAN -- Landowner's agent -- Lucretia province

You are one of the provincial agents for Alfredo Libertino Credenza,

who, together with his large family, owns most of the land in Lucretia

province.

It is your job to handle the day to day management of that portion of

the estates on which the immigrant Sarakhanese minority sugar workers

live and work. The much larger portion of the sugar estates on which

the native Inertian sugar workers work is managed by Fulgencio Pascual.

However, you have been hired by Credenza specifically for the purpose

of dealing with the potentially troublesome Sarakhanese, who seem to

feel they have some minimal right to express grievances about their lot.

You are extremely tough in your dealings with the Sarakhanese, tending

toward viblence, not persuasion. You dislike them intensely and are

quite aware that they hate you in return. This latter does not concern you

in the slightest, as Suballa's anti-Sarakhanese policy means that it

should not be difficult for you to get government support in the event of

any dispute.

It is your job to collect the rents and forward them to Credenza in the

capital city. He does not ordinarily visit your province except in case of

emergency, so your only usual contact with him is by telephone or mail.

Your objectives are to keep the Sarakhanese in line and to keep them

working, so that you can keep the rents (out of which your wages are

paid) rolling i n. Your relations with Credenza are good as long as you

can accomplish these objectives. Your relations with Pascual are often

strained, as you approach your jobs differently, but so far you tolerate

each other.

You are suspicious of Richardson, the U.S. A. I. D. man, whose activities

might arouse undue expectations among your charges. You are obviously

against the opposition parties and therefore keep an eye open for RDP or

FLN organizers, whom you would not hesitate to report to the authorities.

Power Rating: 20 1-27
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FULGENCIO PASCUAL -- Landowner's agent -- Lucretia province

/

You are one of the agents for Alfredo Libertino Credenza, who, with

his large family, owns most of the land in Lucretia province.

Your job is to handle the day to day management of the estates on which

the native Inertian sugar workers live and work. A smaller portion of

the estates, that tilled by the itinerant Sarakhanese sugar workers,

is managed by your counterpart, Guillermo "El Tigre" Guzman.

Your objective is to collect the rents and forward them to Credenza

in the capital. Credenz-avisite you but once a year, at Christmastime,

when he distributes candy to the children of the native (but not the

Sarakhanese) peasants. Otherwise your contact with him is chiefly by

telephone or mail.

You are firm but fair in your dealings with the Inertian sugar workers,

tending toward persuasion, not violence. It is your feeling that treating

them less harshly will lead to better results --- but this philosophy

is helped by the fact that the peasants are for the most part thankful

to retain their jobs and are not prone to violence themselves.

Your goal is to keep the peasants in line and keep them working, so that

you can keep the rents (out of which your wages are paid) rolling in,

Your relations with Credenza are good as long as you can accomplish

these objectives. Your relations with Guzman are tolerable, although you

approach your jobs rather differently. You oppose anything that might

stir up your peasants and thus cut production.

Power Rating: 20
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INERTIAN SUGAR WORKERS (Lucretia Province)

Read the scenario, particularly the section on the economic and social

background of the country.

You are native-born Inertians, fully employed only during the three

months of the year when the sugar crop is harvested. You must try to

make your meager income last .or the remainder of the year. This you

rarely succeed in doing, even though you do try to get odd jobs to help

tide you over.

You work in the agricultural province of Lucretia on land owned by

Alfredo Libertino Credenza who spends most of his time in the

capital. In fact you see him only once a year, at Christmas time, when

he makes a journey to Lucretia to distribute candy to your children.

Otherwise, the land is managed by Credenza's agent, Fulgencio Pascual.

Your attitude towards Pascual is one of resigned tolerance. You dislike

him, but he does try to be fair. He means well, but exploits you nonetheless.

You are, after all, thankful for the privilege of keeping your jobs, since

you are constantly reminded of the much worse lot of the immigrant

Sarakhanese sugar workers who are frequently unemployed, in poor

years even at harvest time, and whose land agent, Guillermo "El Tigre"

Guzman, is very harsh. You approve of Guzman's harshness enthusiastically.

You have grown accustomed to Suballa and because you see him as a

protector against cheap Sarakhanese labor, you revere him. You are

likely to have his picture on your wall and to turn out en masse to cheer

him on the rare occasions he visits the province. You are not -rery

self-aware politically -- except as regards the Sarakhanese -- and

are almost 100%6 illiterate. Your grievances and burdens have been great.

No doubt you would support land reform if someone advocated it, but for

the past 30 years no one has and you are extremely unlikely to do so

on your own initiative.

You may not leave the province.
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Your attitude toward the Sarakhanese workers is one of resentment

and dislike. You disapprove of their "invasion" of the country which

threatens your economic position. Besides, you see them as a filthy,

strange lot whose customs are totally different from yours and who

tend to stick together in their refusal to become totally assimilated

into Inertian national life.

You are l ow" to anger and not politically active, but once sufficiently

aroused, you tend toward violenoe, not persuasion, in the settlement

of disputes. Whatever you do, you always do as a group - - - there is

no internal dissent among you. You generally have a submissive attitude

toward authority and tend to react frvorably to authoritarian tactics.

Average family size is seven. Crime rate is high, particularly in the

off-season.

You feel absolutely no obligation to play an active role in the political

system and tend to regard government and politics as somewhat unpre-

dictable and threatening forces. You have formed no voluntary associations

or clubs -- when a Peace Corps worker once tried to organise you

into a development league to build a new school, you failed totally to

understand what he meant and he left in disgust.

Population: 1, 164, 000

Power Rating: 60
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SA.RAKHANESE MINORITY SUGAR WORKERS (Lucretia province)

Read the scenario, particularly the section on the economic and social

background of the country.

You are second-generation Sarakhan Inertians whose ancestors were

shipped from Sarakhan to help with sugar harvesting. With the inevitable

growth of the native Inertian population over the years -- combined with

fluctuations in the world price for sugar -- your usefulness has declined

and is now sometimes marginal in poor sugar seasons. Your only chance

for employment is during the three months of the year when the sugar

is harvested, and even then you are migrants, journeying from hacienda

to hacienda in search of one which needs additional labor for the harvest.

Currently you are living on land owned by Alfredo Libertino Credenza

who spends most of his time in the capital. The hacienda is managed on

a day to day basis by Guillermo "El Tigre" Guzmen, who is very tough

in his dealings with you, and whom you utterly despise. You feel like

leaping at him if you got the chance, but refrain from doing so because

this would mean you would lose your jobs and starve. He further infuriates

you by occasionally getting drunk and proceeding to insult the dignity of

Sarakhanese womanhood.

You do not know a great deal about the activities of El Caudillo but realize that

as long as he is power, the present intolerable situation will continue.

However, you have no means to unseat him as his controls over the

population, both overt and covert, are uncompromisingly strict. No dissent

is tolerated, as you found out when one of the more outspoken of your

group mysteriously disappeared during a private camping expedition. He

was said to have been eaten by piranha fish.

You are becoming increasingly self-aware politically but are almost

100% illite'ate. Your burdens and grievances against the regime have

been great. Your attitude toward the native Inertian workers is one of
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envy mixed with resentment. You realize that they are getting all the

good sugar jobs merely because they are Inertians, and you therefore

feel discriminated against. Despite your flirtations with politics, you

tend to regard government in general as exploitative and as a somewhat

unpredictable and threatening for~ce. Representatives of the government

appear to be against you, not for you. Should you become sufficiently

aroused, you tend toward violence, not persuasion.... but you must needs

be very careful as the Inertians would suppress you ruthlessly.

You may travel within Lucretia province but may not Leave it.

A recent development in your ranks has been the appearance of the neo-

Mithraic religious group led by the bonze Choi Oi Sao, whom you respect

and admire. Your cultural leader, however, remains the respected

elder Wang Ba -dan. The Sarakhanese teacher, Truong Van Dong, also

achieved a good deal of respect within your community. You are pre-

disposed toward authoritarian systems of government and not democracy;

you tend to react favorably to authoritarian tactics.

Average family size is seven; education (except religion) is very poor.

The crime rate is high, especially in the off-season for sugar.

Population: 582, 000

Power Rating: 60
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WONG BA-DAN

You are a member of the illegal RDP party in Lucretia and could be

imprisoned or worse if this were found out. You are a respected elder

of the Sarakhanese community, and an educated man. You are opposed

totally to the military government because of Field Marshall Suballa's

policy towards your people. The only member of the government you can

stand at all is Lt. Col. Sanza, the military governor of the province,

whom you know to have opposed official policy on the Sarakhanese

question. He is at the same time a loyal army officer and, as matters

now stand, would be duty-bound to jail you should you try to persuade

him to go against government policy. You feel however that he is a much

more liberal and cultivated man than anyone else in the army. You

report of course to Gianelli, the RDP leader, but should be very discreet

in order not to get him in trouble -- he is closely watched.

You believe that the Sarakhanese should be integrated with the rest of

the population and fight equally against prejudice on the part of the

Inertian peasantry against your people, and your people's own prejudice

against the locals. You feel that Inertia must be one nation with all

nationalities working together. In this, your major opponelt is Choi

Oi Sao, neo-Delphic oracle of the Mithraic religious sect. You also

believe in democracy along U.S. lines.

You should ren•ember that these views are unacceptable to the regime

and that secret police agents (members of F. A. N. G. ) are scattered all

over the country. Also in the country are members of the FLN party,

supposedly under the leadership of Saladio. You are opposed to any

form of totalitarian state and consider communism no improvement on

a military government, but you should be prepared to use FLN against the

existing government, while being careful that FLN do not take you over.

FLN agents are also secret to you but Gianelli may know some of them.

There are other members of the RDP in the country -- Fernando Marico
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in Marinara and Professor Garcia in Santa Filomena, and you must be

careful to protect their identities from F. A. N. G.

You also get on well with the A ID man Richardson who is trying

to bring pressure to bear on the government to change its behavior

towards the Sarakhanese minority.

Power Rating: 40
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CHOI OI SAO

I
You are the neo-Delphic oracle of the Mithraic sect, which has recently

grown up among the Sarakhanese sugar workers in Lucretia province.

You are in reality a member of F. A. N.G., the secret police organisation

headed by Brig-Gen. Navarro, and one of your major preoccupations is

to conceal your membership in this much hated and greatly feared group.

You were recruited by General Navarro on the basis of your fanatical

anti-Communism to work in secret against the FLN organisation. A

Sarakhanese elder, you have considerable power in the Sarakhanese

community which, though largely Buddhist, venerates your alleged

piety. You are opposed to any idea of integrating the Sarkhanese community

with the Inertian peasantry whom you despise and regard as a lower form

of life. You are of course threatened by the very existence of the Communist

ideology as personified by the FLN group and would have no hesitation

in using violent methods against the FLN if you could find them. At the

same time, it is important for your standing in the Sarkhanese community

that you be not revealed as a member of the secret police as the Sarkhanese

might turn to your rival for their loyalty, the much respected, Wang

Ba-dan. Wang Ba-dan is your rival in every possible way as he advocates

the assimilation of the Sarakhanese and the peasants which would not suit

your purposes.

You are loyal to yourself and to no one else except Navarro, a loyalty

bred purely of fear.

Power Rating: 50
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TRUT CTG VAN DONG

You are a Sarakhanese schoolteacher, ostensibly working to develop a

literacy program among your backward and oppressed people. In reality,

you are a hard-core Communist on the Chinese model and representative

of the illegal FLN in Lucretia Province. As such, yoa are liable to immediate

arrest and imprisonment if detected.

As befits your type of Communist, you are ruthless and do not mind

terrorizing wavering supporters. You report to the distinguished FLN

leader, Saladio, who has returned to the country in the last few months.

You are aware that he is disguised as Carlos Armendariz, an observer

for the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America. There

are other FLN members in the country but the group is organized in the

cell principle so that you do not know who they are. rhere are also

various representatives of tbe RDP party in the country; aside from

their paroled leader Gianelli, these are also unknown to you. You despise

the RDP ideology with its wavering democratic structure but you will

probably have to work with them as the military government is extremely

powerful and effectively organized. You have also certain reservations

about Saladio in view of the Sino-Soviet split in the international movement,

but you should not let this influence you unless and until a revolution

succeeds. In that case, you would be primarily concerned with eliminating

all U.S. influence, isolating Inertia from the West, and driving it totally

into the Socialist camp.

You have little contact with the military commander Col. Morgan but

you know the U.S. AID man, Richardson, and the military governor,

Lt. Col. Sanza, whom you find, although representatives of imperialism

and of the hated military regime, sympathetic to your people. Remember

that the regime is trying to find Saladio or any member of the FLN.

Your real problem, however, is with the secret police organization,

F. A. N.G. who have agents scattered around the country.
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You get along reasonably well with Wang Ba-dan the respected assimilationist

but you are of course opposed to him as peaceful assimilation would not

suit you. You do not know the priest of the neo-Mithraic sect, Choi Oi Sao,

well, but are interested in his success with your people.

You have a small but dedicated band of troops which you can leave

behind if you want to travel round the country. Take Saladio's orders

before moving your troops around and in any case read the sections on

Troop Movement and Violence in the rules very carefully.

Power Rating: 30

With your troops: 60
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LT. COL. ALBENIZ

You are the military governor in Marinara, equal in status with the other

two governors, Torremolinos in Santa Filomena and Sanza in Lucretia.

Of the three of you, Torremolinos has the best job -- in Santa Filomena --

for which you rather envy him. You report to Brig. Gen. Medina whom

you admire and to whom you are loyal. You like your job and are an excellent,

efficient administrator. You sometimes hanker after a job in command of

troops, which you feel you could do very much better than Col. Madeira

whom you consider the laziest and most inefficient commander in the army.

Apart from your liking for the active army life you sometimes wonder if

you are on the right side of the army to achieve the more rapid advancement.

You are ambitious and do not want to be stuck as a desk-bound Lt. Col.

for the rest of your career. You are, however, a military officer and

obey orders . You revere Field Marshall Suballa -- El Caudillo.

Essentially you believe that a military government is the best way to

run Inertia. You are a patriot and a man of honor; you also see society

as cooperative, not exploitative, and are sincere in your desire to improve

the material lot of the workers. But you are not interested in increasing

their political power -- yours is essentially a soup kitchen approach.

You get on well with the Americans, both government and United Fish, and

you and Harvey Richardson, the AID man, work together on the AID

program in Marinara. You are also on good terms with Major Y. F. Bill,

the U.S. military attache whom you recognize as a sharp and capable

officer and the sort of man you liked in your year at Fort Benning.

You may move freely outside the province but either you or Col. Madeira

must be in the province at all times or anarchy ensues. You have effectively

no men of your own, and have to rely on Col. Madeira to provide forces

to maintain law and order. You feel that you could do a much better job

were his troops under your command.

Power Rating: 40
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COLONEL MADEIRA -- COMMANDER IN MARINARA

You are the commander of the military garrison located in the fishing

province of Marinara. You were born in the capital, however, and at

every possible excuse, you return there for rest, recuperation, and

the company of the American Military Attache, Col. Bill. Your trips

tend to be frequent.

Most of your men were born in and around the small fishing villages

in Marinara and have very close contact with the fishermen. You prefer

to let the troops maintain this relationship, since imposing controls

would be a great deal of bother. Evidently, it would also be unnecessary,

as there has been absolutely no trouble since Field Marshall Suballa

came into power 32 years ago. You find being in charge of 11, 000 men

somewhat of a burden, however, and you would like to replace Lt. Col.

Albeniz as military governor in Marinara. You believe that Albeniz

constantly attempts to belittle you and your job just because he went

to the United States to study at Fort Benning, but your loyalty to Field

Marshall Suballa and to Major Gen. Moreno have precluded you any

overt attempts to replace him. You are certain that Gen. Navarro's

secret police have operatives in Marinara but you do not know who they

are, and to date, they have not given you any trouble. In the past, you

have attempted to lay traps for F. A. N. G. agents in order to learn

their identities, but the traps have always failed.

Your troops tend to be rather lazy and, for that reason, orders from

Gen. Moreno will not be carried out until repeated twice, unless, of

course, the orders are of great importance.

Either you or Lt. Col. Albeniz must be present in the province at all

times or anarchy will ensue. You are torn, therefore, between your

desire to go to Santa Filomena as often as possible and your extreme

distrust of Albeniz's intentions were you to give him command of the

troops. You fear that he might not give them back to you.

Power Rating: 30
With troops: 60 1-39
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FULGENCIO JIMENEZ

You are ostensibly an economic planner doing a development survey,

but in reality, you are the FLN man in Marinara and are liable to instant

arrest if you are identified as such. You are a native-born Inertian of

the wealthy upper class and had your college education in Paris where

you first encountered Communism. You are relatively unimpressed by

ideological differences among your fellow Communists and aim to make

Inertia a free and independent Communist country along Yugoslav lines.

You are something of an idealist, sickened by the inhuma nities occasionally

perpetrated by Field Marshall Suballa and appalled by the corruption

and brutishness of the army commanders. You use a good deal of your

own money to further FLN purposes, but at the same time, you have

certain vague reservations about FLN methods.

You also hate the Americans whom you perceive to be exploiting the

workers for United Fish and feel that they are quite as bad as the military

government. Their attempts to introduce some kind of democracy by

insisting that Gianelli, the RDP leader, be allowed to return impress you

not at all. You feel that the Americans have merely done this as an

opiate for the masses and that in fact they are in some kind of cynical

alliance with the military government against the people. You despise

Gianelli's policies and his apparent willingness to be a tool of the Americans,

but you should be quite prepared to use him too.

Great impetus was given to the Inertian FLN movement with the return

of Saladio a few months ago. He is using the name of Carlos Ar mendariz

and is ostensibly the man from the United Nations Economic Commision

for Latin America. You are aware that Saladio is Russian-trained, and

that money for the FLN is coming into Santa Filomena from Cuba, but you

are quite prepared to take money to free Inertia from any source at all

and are confident that you will be able to maneuver Inertia away from undue

Soviet and/or Chinese influence when the revolution has succeeded. There
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are other FLN agents in the country but you have been deliberately kept

in ignorance of who they are (the cell system operates). Saladio is
acceipted as your 1ed, -- he has the prestige annd the ex-'ere U-

... .. ..... .. %"A,• • perl ice, an'L no

matter what your reservations are about him you should be prepared to

obey him absolutely until the revolution is under way.

You should be on your guard for secret police agents, who are everywhere,

all with good cover stories. There are also RDP members and other

FLN members who will also have cover stories. The army commanders

and the military governor are also looking out for FLN members but the

real danger comes from the s ecret police.

You have a small but dedicated terrorist army. You should take Saladio's

orders before you move them around the count-,'

Power Rating: 30

With your troops 60
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MR. ARTHUR CAULFIELD

Objective: Keep the fisheries and cannery open and the money coming in.

You are the local manager of United Fish Company in the port city of

San Tomas. You take orders from and report directly to Alexander J.
re, Pippin, chief representative of United Fish, who maintains his head-

quarters in the capital city of Santa Filomena.

When the fishermen are not on strike (as they rarely are) and the canneries

are open and functioning, you earn money for the company and thus

assure your own position. You will receive an amount from control
equal to the value of the fish produced. (See transaction sheet).

From this, you meet your expenses and forward the rest to Pippin.

Since the stability of the country is prerequisite to the income from the

fisheries coming in, you support the stability of the country and Suballa,

tending to ignore his suppressive policies when you can.

As a foreigner you do not vote, nor do you individually pay taxes. You

may, however, try to exert pressure on the government by requesting

Pippin to work through the U.S. Embassy and through his personal

contacts.

In your dealings with others, you tend to persuasion, not violence;

towards opportunism, not honor; towards caution and reliability.

Power Rating: 20
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SAN TOMAS FISHERIvMEN p

, c . scenario, partcularly the section on the econonmic and social

background of the country. y

You are a group of Inertian fishermen who make your living from the

sea. Each morn.ng you set sail from the harbor of San Tomas in search

of the elusive uribu fish, known world-wide for its salty taste and

pungent odor. You then sell the uribu to the local canneries where it

is processed for export. Evenings are spent with your families or

in dockside cafes. Since the uribu is in fairly steady supply about 20

miles off the Inertian coast, you have a steady source of income

unless world taste for uribu changes suddenly. Youare quite content

to continue this form of existence. You are not well-off, but you do have

jobs in a country with a high rate of unemployment, and you would

oppose anything which would upset this arrangement. Your well-being

is tied to the continuance of the present system. You are more concerned

about your own welfare than you are with the welfare of the others in

Marinara. You tend to be absorbed in your own daily activities, and

are rather unconcerned about the interests of the San Tomas slums

and middle class.

When you think of the Suballa government at all, it is with approval,

for you favor stability at the cost of democracy. There has been an

authoritarian government in Inertia for as long as you can remember.

You trust El Caudillo.

Your rate of illiteracy is hilgh, approaching 100%.

Like most other Inertians, you revere El Caudillo and tend to rely on

him to get things done. You sense little obligation to take an active role

in the pcli`'Kal system and in fact tend to regard all government and

politics as somewhat unpredictable and threateng forces.

Since you are a group, you are immobile and may not leave Marinara
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province (except to fish offshore).

You get on reasonably well with the local manager, Caulfield, although

you suspect the Americans of exploiting you.

Power Rating: 70
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PANCHO VAR GAS

You are a painter of international renown - "the Inertian Mondrian" -

Ps i magazine called you last year, and have made your your home

in San Tomas for the last five years. You are also a member of F. A. N. G.,

the dreaded secret police organisation, which fact you are obviously at

pains to conceal. You report to General Navarro, and while obviously

you are not the only major agent he uses, you have never found out

who the others are.

Your main concern is to root out all political opposition such as the FLN

and the RDP who are rumored to be starting some kind of party organisation.

Your orders are, however, that Gianelli must not be arrested or even

bothered unless you have cast-iron proof that he is engaging in political

activity. The only other political personality you know of is Saladio

whom you understand to be in the country somewhere. You are personally

loyal to Navarro because you are a sincere believer in the Inertian form

of dictatorship. You admire greatly Field Marshall Suballa and feel that

if more Latin American countries followed the Inertian example, much

faster progress could be made. Intellectually arrogant to a degree, you

despise the stupid and unwashed Inertian workers, particularly the

backward and superstitious Sarakhanese minority.

You have no hesitation in using violent means if these will accomplish

your ends. Apart from Navarro and El Caudillo the only person who has

your loyalty is you.

Power Rating: 50
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GETULIO DE BRUEGEL MARTINEZ - -- SAN TOMAS

You are head of the aristocratic establishment in the port city of San Tomas.

You are very wealthy by Inertian standards and extremely conservative.

You support the Suballa regime, as you have been doing for many years,

despite El Caudillo's questionable family origins. You are on excellent

terms with him, one of the very few Inertians allowed to speak with him

freely.

You do not like foreigners in general and you particularly loathe the

filthy Sarakhanese minority. You feel the poor are poor because they

deserve to be so in view of their innate inferiority. Thus, you look down

not only upon the San Tomas slum -dwellers but also upon the fishermen, cannery

workers, and even the middle classes. You reside in a private villa,

Cholombey des deux Eglises, on the hilltop overlooking San Tomas

harbor.

You may travel anywhere in the country, but are not particularly inclined

to political activity except for your high interest in stability. You would

be quite happy to use violence if it would achieve your objective, but

are also lazy.

You have a certain respect for Gen. Medina, the head of the administration,

and for General Navarro, head of F. A. N. G. You also get on well with the

army commander, Gen. Moreno, but consider him a bit too crude and

brutish for your taste. Obviously you have no use for Gianelli, and are

appalled by the FLN.

Power Rating: 20
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FERNANDO MARICO ,V

You are a member of the RDP party and liable to instant arrest if

perceived as such by the government. You are a small businessman and own

two scruffy hotels and a fishermen's cafe in San Tomas. Your leader is

of course Professor Gianelli, returned on parole to Inertia. You take

your orders from him even if you do not always agree with his policy.

Remember that he is on parole and not allowed to engage in political

activity. Make a serious effort not to get him in trouble. There are other

members of the RDP party in the country: Wang Ba-dan in Lucretia

and Professor Garcia in Santa Filomena. Their identities are not known

to the government. There are also members of the Communist FLN party

in the country, possibly including Saladio, who is rumored to have

returned secretly to the country some time ago. You are ahti-Communist

and feel that the FLN would be quite as bad for Inertia as the present

repressive regime, but you should appreciate the fact that it may be

necessary to use the FLN against the military. You should, however,

make sure that your image and support is different from that of the FLN.

You are a patriot, and not inclined to violence as you feel that this

might runagainst the democratic society you are trying to build. You do

not want to plunge Inertia into civil war.

You are on cordial terms with both the army and military commanders

Madeira and Albeniz. You also get on well with Caulfield, United Fish's

local agent, although you feel that he and the Americans are exploiting

the workers. You are, however, appreciative of the pressure that

the U.S. Embassy put on Field Marshall Suballa to allow Gianelli back

into the country. Remember that the Americans, although sympathetic

to y-ou, cannot really give you any assistance. Also remember that

sec-ret police agents are scattered throughout the country and that you

shiould beware of them.

You have friends among the fishermen and cannery workers, but again,

you should be careful what you say and to whom you say it.

Power Rating: 40
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CANNERY WORKERS- -- -SAN TOMAS

Study the scenario, particularly the social and economic background section.

You are workers in the fish canneries of the port city of San Tomas. The

canneries are owned by United Fish Co. of Boston. Your plant manager

is Mr. Arthur Caulfield, from whom you receive your wages.

Like most Inertians, you revere, respect, and admire "El Caudillo".

He has done a great deal for Inertia. You have good jobs, are much better

paid than you used to be, and are quite happy. You oppose anything which

would change this system.

Your acknowledgment of any obligation to take an acti-e pa-rt in ta political

system is low. You tend to look upon government and poitics as somewhat

unpredictable and threatening forces--"Let El Caudillo take e of it; he

knows what's best for Inertia." You have hardly any rn ezahip in

political organizations, ana there is little union activity among the grmp..

You are sketchily informed of facts and are oriented more as pwaiLveL

subjects than as participant citizens.

You may not travel.

You are little concerned with the w.lfare of the slnns ox- caf imma f

the city. You would perhaps lik to copy the life-style ofte theeoa

but they look down on you.

Power Rating: 70
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MIDDLE CLASS- --- SAN TOMAS

Study the scenario, particularly the section on the economic and social

background of the country.

Objective: to keep earning a living.

As long as there continues to be stability in Inertia, you are able to earn

your normal income from your shops, stores, and jobs, and gain points

for doing so.

You, like most other Inertians, respect and •re El Caudillo. Although

sometimes you realize he has used harsh means, you feel that on the whole

his presence is essential to preserve the stable and profitable order.

You are most responsive to any appeals that promise you economic and

material benefits. You feel strongly about the sanctity of private property,

and strongly oppose what little FLN activity there has been in Inertia.

Your people are:

highly cohesive

bound through common economic circumstances in a common outlook

highly interested in the stability of Inertian politics

highly interested in bettering your material advantages

admirers and supporters of El Caudillo

of moderate income bracket

of high school education

literate

You tend to regard yourselves as cut above the fishermen and cannery

workers of San Tomas; however, they pose no threat to you. You emulate

the aristocratic conservative upper class families of San Tomas and are

peeved that you have difficulty gaining access to thieir closed circle. Since

you are a group, you are immobile and may not leave Marinara province.

Power Rating: 50

Population: 30,000
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PORT SLTUMS-- SAN TOMAS

Read the scenario, particularly the section on Inertia's economic and

social background-

You constitute the slum dwellers of the port city of San Tomas. What

little unemployment there is in Marinara Province is to be found in

your ranks. You are uprooted and often transients. Your grievances

and burdens are many and various.

Although your lot is a miserable one, you are suspicious of change

--- you realize that though things are bad now, they could be worse.

Like most other Inertians, you revere, respect, and admire "El

Caudillo" and regard him as the benefactoir of the country. It has never

really occurred to you to use violence and demonstrate, for you realize

that this sort of thing is never done in Inertia.

You sense a low degree of obligation to work through any political system

and do not participate ir any voluntary political associations. Although

American aid has helped build a clinic and a school in the slum, you

are not pro-American, as yzn co=.sider thern a s-infully rich nation

who should be doing eve- mnoe f=r the country. You have heard some

people accuse the Americins of draining movhey out of Grenadilla for their

ownc purposes and are haif-cmnvnce4. reasoning that that must be how

they get big cars and the maney to put up clinics.

Your people typically ha-ze f-•ilie.s of seven or more children, many

deserted by the fathers. Almost aIl cf you are illiterate, the crime rate

is astronomical, and disease conmon. Your diet is mostly fish and

beans.

You may not travel.

Power Rating: 50

Population: 20, 000
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DON DIEGO DE VELASQUEZ CERVANTES

Your family is one of the oldest in Inertia, and in the eighteenth century.

was one of the richest. Even at that date, the family fortunes were being

decimated by the family passion for gambling. Spectacular losses by your

nineteenth and early twentieth century predecessors forced you into the posi-

tion where, in 1947, you gave a check for a gambling debt that you knew your

bank would not honor. You were saved from the predicament by the interven-

tion of General Navarro, head of the secret police, who lent you the money.

You realized shortly afterwards when he asked you for information on the pol-

itical activities of one of your closest friends that he had been waiting for some

years for a moment when you would be financially embarrassed, and you have

to do what he wanted. Although your financial situation has improved (your

strong willed heiress wife does not allow you to gamble), you are still in

Navarro's power. If it ever came out that you gave information, however

trifling, to the hated secret police chief, social ruin would follow. Your

friends, the aristocratic community, despise and fear Navarro and were

your connection with him ever to become public, you would be unable to

live in Inertia.

You therefore do whatever Navarro wants you to do, albeit reluctantly.

You would like to get rid of Navarro but you have no idea what records he

keeps, or who else also knows of your affiliation with Navarro. Any overt

move against Navarro or any show of independence on your part might well

bTing exposure.

You have no particular loyalties to anyone but yourself and your family.

You would have no hesitation in engaging in violence if that would help.

Power Rating: 50
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BRIGADIER- GENERAL NAVAR RO

You are th ehead o Af G" ,-,E f -. ^ J ....,A. ..... c e, •,-,h f pvard in

Inertia. You are completely loyal to Field Marshall Suballa who has always

given you a free hand to set up your informant network. You consider the

army chief, Major-General Mareno, a polo-playing bonehead with no appreci-

ation of tactics which do not involve several hundred men and a howitzer.

He despises you equally and never tires of contrasting the simple honest sol-

dier that he perceives himself to be with your devious Machiavellian image.

You have hand-picked agents in each province--Don Diego de Velasquez

Cervantes in Santa Filomena, Pancho Vargas in Marinara and Choi Oi Sao

in Lucretia. You do not want any of these three to find out that the others

are also working for you as you prefer that they have no opportunity to ally

against you. You have a he'd over all three of them. You paid a gambling

debt for Cervantes in 1947, and in exchange, made him give you a trifling

piece of information about one of his aristocratic friends. You have ex-

tracted similar trifling pieces of information over the years which have

served to bind Cervantes to you. Should he balk at anything you ask him to

do, you have only to threaten to expose his connection with you, which would

be social ruin for him and his family. You rather enjoy your position of

power over one of the aristocrats you despise and envy. Pancho Vargas is

indebted to you for your longstanding but clandestine support for his artistic

endeavors; and Choi Oi Sao owes his position as neo-Delphic oracle to you

in that the whole idea of Mithraism was yours, designed to give the Sarakhanese

an other-worldly outlet for their potentially explosive frustrations. These

agents would be very difficult to replace, so you must be prepared to take

care not to expose them. They each know there must be other agents working

for you, but do not know who they are.

The only threat to your preeminent and comfortable position lies in the over-

throw of the system. El Caudillo is too well aware of your abilities to let you

go because of complaints from Moreno or Medina. Any democratic or popular

parties like the RDP or the FLN are potentially dangerous for you, and you
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are particularly concerned to find Saladio who, you are informed by a

foreign source, has actually retired to the country. You have also reason

to believe that the FLN have some kind of party structure already set up

and you would dearly love to find their agents. You are not so concerned

about the RDP but are concerned to prevent them getting any kind of

popular support.

You do not like Americans, particularly the military attache, an" you

are aware that they don't like you, your methods and your organization.

You are quite unscrupulous and will use any means to gain your ends.

You are loyal only to El Caudillo and yourself.

Power Rating: 80
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SUMMARY OF TRANSACTION RECORDS
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-_FIELD MARSHALL ALBERTO, GARCIA-01 tR'I'IW

Femiiiarize yourself with the scenario, particularly part IIIT--military. The
information given below is in addition to the facts generally known about you
from the scenario.

YOUR OBJECTIVES:

In you rests the responsibility for the continued democratic develoPment
,of Patria. Your importance to the political and economic functioning of the
nation is crucial, k fact of which you are well aware. You will receive points
for successfully excluding all anti-democratic forces from power, and additional
points if you can accomplish this without having to take over the government
yourself.

ORIENTATION AND STYLE:

Your officers are' bound by personal loyalty and allegiance to you and
your philosophy, although it is rumored that there may be a few dissidents
somewhere in your ranks. Your ,control over other Patrians outside the armed
forces is by virtue of your position, as Field' Marshall: of the Army.

As mentioned in the scenario, you have a high interest in stability and
are reluctant to assume poliical power unless necessary. However, there are no
real structural limitations as to what you could do snould you decide to act.
Your primary goals are stability', nationalism, democracy, and moderation. These
coincide with the goals of the majority of the Patrian people.

You tend to act alone, rather than in coalition,. The most frequently
consulted interest partners are your military organization, Sebastiano, and
Rodriguez, although you may deal with any groups trying to elect a candidate.

In the past, you'have tended to stress persuasionj not violence; honor,
not opportunism; individualism, not a need for consensus; caution, not daring;
reliability, not unreliability. You see human relations as mutually beneficial,
not exploitative, and recognize the need for patience in human activities. You
have made intermittent use of the national radio broadcasting •network in' the
past.

RESOURCES:

Military Economic

Velasquez garrisoný 5,000 $60,000,000 military budget of which
San Cristobal " 11,000 $50,000,000 is distributed proportionally
Fertilidad i 11,000 among the ,garrisons (see attached-
Fertilidad 2 11,000 transaction sheet). $10,000,000 yearly
Fertilidad 3 11,000 surplus added to $20,000,000 previous
Cupria 0 savings gives $30,000,000 resources

50,000 available for any use

'Power Rating: 150
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jUIOi LOPE ----Former kinister of the Interior (twice)

(The following information is in addition to what is generally known about you

and your activities from the scenario)

-OBJECTIVE:

Most points for taking over the government
Next most points for gaining, a seat in a CD cabinet
Next most ,points for enhancing your power in any way

POSSIBLE STRATEGIC ORIENTATION:

16u are an "arch conservative," expected to make a major bid to regain
the power which has twice slipped through your fingers, thanks to Field Marshall
O'Brien. Play on fears of, a "leftist takeover," be it FLN or APRA. Your natural
allies might be landowners everywhere; Del Solar; foreign capitalists; government
officials. Sr. Arana in San Cristobal is one of your most ardent supporters, having
contributed $200,000 to your cause last year. In addition, you have been able to
-obtain the support of an influential segment of disgruntled military officers in
the 102nd infantry in Fertilidad, who are fearful of APRA coming to power.

You can freely interact in the political process. You are highly national-
istic, clever, and unpredictable; you operate -both independently and in coalition-
with others; you oppose change and social equality.

You:

tend toward-Violence, not persuasion
tend tovyard. opportunism, ,not honor
'tend toward- daring, not caution
tend toward unreliability and unpredictability
tend to, act in, aný authoritaian 'manner
tend mnot to react ligadtively to the authoritarian tactics of others
tend to consider outsiders, as hostile, but potentially cooperative
tend to consider human relations, as exploitative not mutually beneficial
tend to desire dominance in your relations with others

NOTE: The Postmaster-General, who has nominal government authority
over telecommunications '(radio and telephones)', is secretly loyal
to you. Since control over communications may be important to you
in a take-over, it will pay to foster that loyalty.

You are extremely anti-communist and would probably-take punitive action against
the FLN should you gain power. In addition, you regard Valdez as a communist
and would like to ,see him behind bars.

Power Rating: 70
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'POSTMASTER GENERAL---ELASQUEZ' CITY,

Unbeknownst to everyone, you secretly support Lopez. Your objective is to deal
with Lopez and gain him support wherever you can.

You are byal to Patria, active, and have become very-wealthy through political
extra-governmental payoffs and connections. Through skillful accounting, you
now control $75,000,000 in government funds which you may use to further your
cause. Most Patrians would not support your goals if they knew about them,
although a handful of your rich and powerful friends well might if they could
be persuaded.

You tend toward:
violence not persuasion
opportunism not honor
daring not caution
unreliability not predictability
acting in an authoritarian manner

You have partial control over the radio station of Patria

You may-block the use of the telephone system by other players in
the game by informing an Umpire. Seizure of the radio network may
meet with Arvakian's objections. You may have to defend your ability
to control communications against other players who may try to
take it away from you. Particularly, you lose it if Sebastiano, or
whoever is inpower fires you,

Power Rating: 60
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)PRESIDENT JUJAN MANUEL SEBASTIANO Y VARGAS ("Sebastiano")

First, study your role in the scenario. The information given below is in
addition to what is told about you in the-sc~enario.

YOUR OBJECTIVES:

'To stay in power
To be re-elected
To nullify all opposition
To gain as much support as you can

ORIENTATION:

Your 1961 election victory (see scenario) was a close one. Since some
say you did not in fact win At all, you in effect control Patria at the good
graces of the army. You now need a solid election victory or else-~sufficient
power to control the government in the event of your election defeat.

STYLE:
In the past, you have tended to stress persuasion, not violence; honor,

not opportunismi; unity, not individualism. You tend to act in coalitions rather
than alone. You are for: moderation, conservatism, private property; defense of
middle- and upper-class interests; stability; unity.

RESOURCES:
You have a Postmaster-General and a Minister of Justice in Velasquez., but

you are not sure if you can rely on their support. You have governors in each of
the other provinces. You can always ~call for the support of the~ army , but are
dependent on their decision whether or not to obey your orders. :sLinterest

partners, Among others,, bave been Del Solar, and the landowners.

Your main power, however., lies in the fatthat you control the government
budget. (See attached trahsaction, sheet).

Power Rating:ý 100'
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FRANCISCO RODRIGUEZ -*"Rodriguez65)--- APA Ldder

OBJECTIVES:

To be elected the new'President ,of Patria
T6 gain as much support as possible without compromising ideology

ORIENTATION:

You are the leader of the APRA Party, on the threshold of gaining power
in Patria legitimately and constitutionally. In fact, you believe that you
did win the 1961e.lections but that election falsifications by the present
government obscured this outcome. Since 1961, there has been a rising groundswell
of support for your candidacy, and you are now trying to) gain as much support as
,you can in order to obtain a decisive, unquestionable victory. (SEE SCENARIO).

Your support is mainly ideological (not charismatic), coming from those
many Patrians who, like yourself, support liberal, moderate reform. Past allies
have ýbeen landlords who practice the philosophy of enlightened' self-interest;
the middle classes everywhere; young professionals such as Obregon; students;
slum dwellers; industrial workers; the fabulously wealthy Getulio Arvakian (who
contributed $600,000 to your cause last year); Jackson of the Anaconda C'; and
many others whose support must be maintained or- recruited anew. Valdez is your
party leader in Fertilidad province. His wild-eyed unpredictable fanaticism
causes many potential supporters to shy away from APRA; but isince Valdez has
the ability to deliver the substantial votes of the Fertilidad peasantry, you
are reluctant to read him out of the party"movement at present . What you
decide to do about.-Valdez in the future is, of course,, up to you---your principal
objective is to get elected.

Your principal means of obtaining support has been political promises
of social benefits when you gain power. You encourage social change while at
the same time trying to minimize its dislocating effects for individuals. You
have tended toward persuasion, not, violence; honor, not opportunism; unity, not
individualism; caution, not daring. iou regard most other players as potentially
cooperative. You have in the past made frequent use of the national radio network,
which Sr. Arvakian has kindly consented to permit you to do, for political appeals.

Power Rating: 80
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IBARBOURU -- FLN LEADER

1, 000 men; no votes.

People loyal to you:.

Law students at Velasquez University

South End Slum in Velasquez

Miners in the lower pit

You know what to do; go to it.

Power Rating: 40
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'COMMANDER OF MILITARY GARRISON'-- VELASQUEZ CITY

YOU ARE: t

j equal to all other garrison leaders in terms of rank
subordinate and loyal to Field Marshall O'Brien
paid through the government budget
highly nationalistic
likelier to act on orders from O'Brien than independently, except

on local matters which require quick decision
not very tolerant of social or revolutionary change,.
well paid
against any policy that will put Patria in such, chaos that your men

will not get paid and equipped
eager to prevent national conditions from becominlg such that you

will have to fight

YOUR MEN ARE:

highly cohesive under all pressures
bound through a common outlook
highly self-aware as a group
of homogeneous background
11, 000 strong
non-political
reliable -- can be relied upon to obey the 0orderj of their commander

You will be scored for acting according~to. these traits.

Both you and your men may not vote.

You may be deployed or re-assigned to another province, with o'vwithbut
your men, and may not refuse the assignment, unless you wish to4--eclare
yourself in a state of mutiny.

II-7



-MINISTER- -,F JUSTICE------ -VELASQUEZ CITY

A government administrator and cabinet member, you are loyal to the

present government of Sebastiano y Vargas but Open to listen to anyone's

persuasive attempts. You can act either alone or in coalition. Past sources

of your information have been the governmental representatives in the outlying

provinces and the military in Velasquez. You tend toward persuasion, not violence;

toward caution; reliability; passivity; anti- authoritarianisr. You trust the

present government and act in its behalf; that's how you got your post in the

first place.

You control a fabulous sum of money, having managed to, siphon from the

government budget a total of $195,000,000 which you may now use in accordance

with your own objectives. (see attached transaction record)

In addition, you serve as governor of Velasquez City. Either you or

the commander of the Velasquez military garrison must be present in the

city at all times.

Power Rating: 80
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---- ~~~~~~~~~~;- ýA-MD-JCK AEF0RD~0.lPESENUTATMV IViAsQU

OBJECTIVE. keep the mines open, keep the money coming in
keep anyone who might nationalize the mines from. gaining power

You are free to associate with anyone. Possible interest partners might be:
landowners, mineworkers, Sebastiano's CD, Lopez, Rodriguez, or others.

Your style:
high 'interest in stability
not nationalistic
active
tend to use forceful persuasion, but not violence
tend toward opportunism, not honor
tend toward individualism, not trying to obtain consensus before acting
typical American businessman overseas
high standard of living

Your direct representative in Cupria province is Mr. Arthur Hamilton. You deal
with him on most matters concerning Cupria, flying out to the mines only in case
of special need. You spend most of your time in the capital dealing with -govern-
ment and' economic personalities.

For your economic resources, see the attached transaction sheet.
Study your role as it is presented in the scenario.

Power Rating: 30
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SENOR GETULIO ARVAKIAN

First, study the information which has been :presented about you in the scenario.

Objective: continue to amass wealth
convince other factions in the country of the need for moderate

reform to avert a later revolution
sympathize with Rodriguez

Although one of the hundred richest men in the world, you have not completely
forgotten your university liberalism. Consequently, although you now support
Sebastiano and the CD, you are quite willing to consider the candidacy of
Rodriguez, the APRA leader, provided that he guarantees you non-nationalization
of industry. Your enlightened self-interest tells you that, although• someone
like Lopez might well protect your own interests in the short run, the only
sensible course for long run protection is to satisfy the grievances of the
masses at as little cost to your enterprises as possible.

You tend toward persuasion, not violence; honor, not opportunism; individualism;
and imaginative activity and coalitions.

RESOURCES:
Last year you amassed 10 million dollars profit, 2.4 million of which

you spent on personal consumption,; 2,000,000 of which went to the government
as taxes; and $600,000 of which you gave as a political contribution, to Rodriguez
(unknown to most of the- country). Your surplus of 5 million added to your past
savings of 10 million gives ýu fifteen million dollars to use as you please
(see transaction sheet).

You own the country's television station.

You may deny access to your broadcasting station to any player. They
may,howvaver, try to take it over by force. In particular, the Postmaster
General, who has governmental authority over communications, may wish
to seize control of .broadcasting, in whole or in part.

Power Rating: 30
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SENOR EDUARDO DEL SOLAR ("Del Solar")

First, learn about yourself and your mining interests from the scenario, p. 2.

Objective: gain as much money and- economic power as you can. This can most
easily be accomplished by keeping the mines open, which can in turn be best
accomplished in an atmosphere :of Patrian stability.

Orientation: Since FLN ahrl* APRA, "if in power, might nationalize the mines,
you support -the present -Sebastiano government. However, you are free to consider
any scheme which might increase your wealth.

You have accumulated $600,000 after taxes to use as you see fit. (see attached
transaction record). You have powerful but numerically very few supporters; are
highly nationalistic; and oppose equality and social change.

Power Ratingi 20

'II-I1
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S................ ABSENýTEE LANDOWNERS---...--VELASQUEZ CITY

You own heaps of land in Fertilidad. 'The peasants pay your local agent.
He, in turn,- forWards the money to you in the capital city to support your
conspicuous consumption habits. If the peasants should refuse to payj, you
can attempt to have ýyour agents force them off the land. However, your
dependency on them to get the crops in to assure your income is almost as
great as their dependency on you for a livelihood, and you are not sure if
you could easily get new peasants to replace the old ones once the story of
your abrupt dismissal made the rounds in the Fertilidad villages.

You support anyone who will maintain the present system which guarantees
your present level of income -as a minimum. Therefore you have a high
interest in any candidates or parties who can promise stability. Stability
is best guaranteedzby the continued illiteracy and disorganization of the
peasantry, in your opinion, so you actively oppose the efforts of Valdez and
have instructed your agents to do the same. Your political interests lead
you to, support either Sebastiano, the present President, or Lopez, the
challenger from the right wing, but presently you support Sebastiano because
of your fear that a Lopecista government without the 'support of the military
might provoke a military reaction or a left-wing reaction, either of which
might tend to damage the present stable order. - Sebastiano has given. you.
his personal informal assurances that he will try to maintain the status quo.

You are not influenced by appeals to nationalism nearly as much as by appeals
to your personal interests. You oppose social equality and believe that you
hold your present position by virtue of your innate superiority to theý common
peasant. You are expecially sensitive about the issue of land reform and take
an immediate dislike to those who promise it. If the possibility of land reform
seems imminent, you are ready to join in a coalition with the right wing if
Sebastiano can give you no further satisfaction.

For your resources, see the attached transaction sheet.

You are free to travel throughout the country.

II- l12
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S......... MIDDLE• £LASS~~- ------VLASQUEZ• .C IT-Y ..

.Your 7v5U000- votes- should-bo- woocd-by' -almost-a!i-pol-it-ical- fact-ions.. You -have. V
the potential power to determine the outcome of the forthcoming election. Act
according to your middle class interests. In 1961, you went heavily CD, but
APRA strength has been growing since that time. Study the scenario.
You may communicate with other middle classes in -other cities but may not travel.

Your voters are:

highly cohesive under all pressures (may not split your votes)
bound through your common economic circumstances in a conunon ideology
not too highly self-iware as a group,
higly interested in the stability of Patrian politics
highly interested in bettering your material advantages
moderately nationalistic
for moderate poltical change
predominantly shopkeepers and wage-earners
frequent listeners to the national radio-tv network
moderate income bracket.

'Population: 170,000

Votes: 75,000

Power Rating: 50



VE•ASQU EZ -- UR BAN PROLETARIAT

-~~ ~ Ppi.to: 600,000

Votes: 260,000

Initial Loyalty: CD

Attitudes: You are wage earners and your present small income is tied to
the existing economic system. Therefore, you have tended to support the CD
party although the general tendency toward APRA's coming to power has begun
to make some inroads among your ranks.

You tend toward using persuasion, not violence; toward opportunism, not prin-
ciple; toward acting as a group; toward caution; toward reliability.

Your objective is to continue earning a living and to oppose the election of any
government which would radically change the existing economic system.

Your acknowledgment of any obligation to take an active part in the political
system is low. You tend to look upon government and politics as unpredictable
and threatening forces., You view the present political system as exploitative
rather than representative, and have hardly any membership in voluntary poli-
tical associations. Your people are very sketchily informed of political facts
and are oriented more as passive subjects than as participant citizens.

Your voters are:

highly cohesive under all pressures
bound through commoneconomic circumstances in a common outlook
not very highly self-awa.e as a group
highly interested in betteinhg your material advantages
only moderately interesto' in the stability of Patrian politics
moderately nationalistic
predominantly factory wor.,ers
of low income bracket
of poor education

f.1
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J VELASQUEZa----NORTH END SLUM

VOTES: 60,000

SPOPULATION: 120,000

LOYALTY: APRA

OBJECTIVES: Social reformj Betterment of living conditions

I Your group has:

high social cohesion, resulting from your conmon economic plight
a low interest in stability
low conception of self-worth
seek material comforts enjoyed by Velasquez middle class and promised

by Rodriguez

Your initial loyalty to APRA does not mean that you cannot be persuaded to
change your loyalty to some other party if it can ,satisfy your interests
better,

Power Rating: 20
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VEsqz..------ SOUTH END SLUM

Initial, loyalty: FW

Populatioftn. 10,000

Votes: 4,000

Your grievances and burdens have been great. Your people have been

exploited and there is much •uuenmpoyment. You support anything which will

promise the quickest change in the status quo, including violence and terror.

You tend toward opportunism , but not at the cost of perverting your ideology.

Highly cohesive. In Unity there is strength. Possible allies: the Law School

stidents. Try to persuade the North End Slum and the Industrial workers that,

it is foolish to watt for the slow reforms promised by APRA.

Power Rating: 20

-
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SCHOOL OF LAW

Loyalty: FLN

.Enrollment: 2500

Votes: 1,,000

Objectives: Keepthe university open so that you. can, get a degree, yet simul-
'taneously try to help the FLN as much as you can, supporting
maximum disruption, violence, and terror. You may agitate
for the FLN among the miners and the.-slums. Points gained
for keeping the university open--- extra points if Open long enough
to graduate. Points lost if university is shut down.

Attitudes: Your commitment to left-wing philosophy is more ideological,
based on Marxism-Leninism, than it is based on personal
loyalty to Ibarbouru. However, you support TIbarbouru and his
cause because he is "objectively progressive". You are very
much against foreign capital and oppose Hamilton and Jackson
as lackeys of the imperialist Anaconda Co., which, like the
snake it is, :grasps the Patrian economy and squeezes it dry.
Since O'Brien has from time to time threatened to arrest some
of you to teach you a lesson, you are unalterably opposed to
him and his creeping militarism.

If the government sl'ould close the university you Will be very
angry,, because you don't feel that-your ideology should prevent
you fromgetting your degree.

If it should become impossible to-,support Ibarbouru, you would 'ti,ii
Support Valdez but only to-use hirm. You are opposed to Rodriguez
as a 0ollaborator with the conservatives who is selling'out. the
interests of the working class.

You are disgusted with the present political system- and are looking
forward to an alternative one.

Your group has high social -cohesion; is self-aware as a group;
is activist; is homogenous in terms of ideology, expectation from
association in the group, and means of expression. These means
of- expression are likely tobe highly unconventional or unpredictable.
Your interest in stability is therefore lowi and it takes very little
to move you to, action. Your extreme views are not representative
of the feelings of the large majority of Patrians, yet you feel they
will make for a better Patria. You take a cynical attitude toward the
,present political System and- feel you must look elsewhere for
satisfaction.

You-may try-to g'et the support of the APRA-ite social sciences
students by making appeals on' the basis of university solidarity.

II- 17
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SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

7 •Loyalty: APRA

Enrollment: 2500

Votes: 1000

Objective: Keep the university openso that you can get your degree.
SupportAPRA whenever you can. A good idea might be getting
in touch with the young,, iberal .professional man, Obregon,
who lives in the port city of SariiCristobal. Other',p6ssible
interest partners include Rodriguez, Arvakian, the military,
the miners, Anaconda Co. representatives, the middle and
lower classes.

Attitudes: You are worried that you might get thrown-0ut of school if you
become too violently left-wing. This would prevent you from getting
your degree, which you want very -badly for reasons of professional
advancement. You are liberals partly because you're young, partly
,because it's fashionable, partly because of the illusion that you
believe in -it.

You tend to shy away from violeht activity, tend-to have a high
degree of participation in student organizations, are interested
in moderately rapid social change without severe dislocating
effects for individuals if possible. You respond easily to appeals,
to nationalism. You view the present political system as repre-
sentative, not exploitative, and seek 'to work through it to effect
social change and liberalism,.

Points gained if university is not shut down;additional points gained
for graduating. Points gained for acting and persuading others to
act according to your interests.

Read the scenario.

For your economic activity, see the transaction sheet.

You regard the FLN-oriented law school students as too extreme but are willing

to listen to them should they approach you. At the same time, you would like

to get them to support APRA by saying that APRA, unlike FLN., has at least
a chance to win and needs every vote it can get, so that if the FLN• students are
sincerely interested in reforms, they had best not throw their votes away by
giving them to the FLN but should throw in with APRA.

I•i- 18



COMMANDER OF MILITARY GARRISON (42nd armored division)

FERTILIDAD Al

YOU ARE:

equal to all other garrisonleaders in terms of rank
subordinate and loyal to Field Marshall O'Brien
paid through the government budget
highly nationalistic
likelier to, act on orders 'from O'Brien than independently, except on

local matters which require quick decision
not my tolerant of social or revolutionary change
well paid
agai st any, policy that will put Patria in such chaos, that your men will

not get paid, and equipped
eager to prevent national conditions from becoming such that you will

have to fight

YOUR MEN ARE:

highly cohesive under all pressures
bound through a •common allegiance. to you and through you toO'Brien
highly self-aware as a group
of -homogeneous background
11, 000 strong
non-political
reliable ----- can be relied upon to obey your orders

You will be scored for acting according to these traits.

Both you and your men may not vote.

Youxmay be deployed or reassigned to another province, with or without your men,
and may not refuse the assignment.

4'1
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COMMANDER OF MILITARY GARRISON

FERTILIDAD- ------ 102nd infantry

Loyalty: LOPECISTA (Lopez)

Unlike most other military men in the country, you support the right wing
contender for power, Lopez, who has been chafing in retirement mwating for the
chance to make his third bid for power. You are a disgruntled senior officer as
described in the scenario at the top of page six. O'Brien, your c0mmander knows
that somewhere in Fertilidad, one of his officers may be supporting Lopez, but he

does not know that it is you, the commander of the 102nd. You feel that O'Brien in

his old age 'has become blind to the dangers of communism posed by the free-roving
activities of Valdez in, Fertilidad. You now feel that the time has come for the military

to begin to take a stand in the face of the leftist threat. You ;re, equal to~all other
garrison leaders in terms of rank , highly nationalistic, and paid through O'Brien,
who in turn is paid through the government budget.

Objective: Try to get Lopez back in power. Additional points if you cando this
without having to formally rebel, against O'Brien. Look for support in logical places:

big capitalists, conservatives, etc., ask Lopez where his other friends are.

Your men are:

i'ghly cohesive under all pressures
bound, through a common outlook
of homogeneous background
well paid
11, 000 strong
non-political-

You will be -scored for acting according to these traits

Both you and your men may not vote.

You may be deployed or rea.osigned to another province, withýor without your men.

Refusal of the assignment would mean mutiny.,
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GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVE - FERTILIbAD PROVINCE

Objective: "govern"-----represent the interests of the Sebastiano (CD) government
in Fertilidad province

Attitudes:

You report regularly to Sebastiano and are loyal to him. You depend
on the present government for your incame- and your job and thus tend
to favor continuing -to support it. You are responsible for collecting
taxes from the citizens of Fertilidad, primarily from the peasants -and
the landlords and landowners' agents, although for a price you have agreed
to let them pay-less in taxes than, they really should.

7y Your relations with the big military establishment in Fertilidad are
good since you both have an interest in maintaining the present stable
order and both support the present M• government.

Your relations with Valdez are very strained since Valdez is ready to
expose your goings on to the peasants and you perceive him as a threat
to you.

You~are moderately nationalistic 1anidetcnd toWard' usirtg pei.iuksion, not
Violence; tow*ad opporuism; and toward caution.
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47 ........ L.ANDON-•ERS-AGENTS1N-TFERTIMD-DlAJ -

Objective: keep the peasants working; keep the money coming in

You are responsible for collecting the rents from the peasants and*
Ssending the profits, after keeping some for yourself, to the actual landowners

who reside ih Velasquez. Your primary objective is thus to get the rents
collected.

You are more interested in keeping the landowners happy than in
keeping the peasants happy.

You are not in a position to-determine what the rents shal be, except
within ,a range of + 10%. For more than this you need the consent of the
landowner.

You in addition control the votes of 20, 000a peasants who are not actors
in the game, so that these are, in effect, your votes to use at election time.

Since your own personal revenue is tied to the rents,, you areý violently
'opposed -to land reform. This makes you, extremely Oppqsged- to Valdez, the
major proponent, o land4 rebrm in Fe r _ti'idad province.

You are on fairly good terms with the army and d:with the government
representative in Fertilidad.

Votes: 20, 000

Your political loyalty follows the instructions of the landowners-----ask them
whether you should deliver your votes for the CD or for Lopez.

I
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COLONOS (Peasants of Fertilidad)

Population: 3, 000, 000

Votes: 355, 000

Basically, your personal loyalty is to the person of Valdez, rather than to

APRA as such. Poor; exploited by the landlords and their agents; relatively

passive; immobile; not very self-aware politically; can talk to, among others,

Valdez, and-the landowners' agent. Others who may try to solicit your support

may include any of the politicians,the FLN, or any student groups.

You listen to these people but have a tendency not 'to act except upon the

instructions of Valdez.

Valdez promises you ownership of the land you've been tilling; :his radical

position on land reform-makes you-extremely devoted to him.

"if firmly convinced that, however, Valdez is acting against your interests,

you may look for another leader. But you must have a leader, and cannot take

any individual initiative.

Power Rating: 60
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VALDEZ -- Peasant Leader (Fertilidad)

You are the ru al fanatic peasant leader described in the scenario. You
are highly unpredictable and ready to use violence if necessary, ,but there
is no telling what form this make take. You are the leader of the APRA
party in Fertilidad and share in ARPA's general, successes or failures
unless you have specifically been read out of the party.

Your relations with Rodriguez, the national leader of the APRA party, have
never -been good and may be deteriorating. Rodriguez views your wild-eyed
fanaticism as keeping many good solid Patrians from joining APRA for fear
that you may have influence in the party. Nevertheless,, Rodriguez tolerates
you, mainly because you have the ability to deliver the votes of practically all
the Fertilidad peasants into the APRA column.

Your hold over Rodriguez can be tightened by your threatening to defect to
the FLN, with which you flirt from time to time. 'However, "you are not
now and have never been" a member of the FLN. You aie willing'to use the
FLN if APRA for some reason fails toý give you satisfaction, but you realize
that the FLN would, at-the same time, be trying to use you.

Your peasants are almost religiously loyal to you and view you as a kind of
saviour. Their faith is based on your charismatic appeal.

You oppose the 'landowners and their agents and insist that a condition for
giving APRA your support must be that APRA promises to implement a
sweeping program of land reform immediately upon gaining power. The hold
of the iandowre 'rs must be broken. If APRA doesn't grant this, there is al-
ways the danger that you will throw in With the FLN.

You tend toward violence, not persuasion; toward honor, not opportunism;
toward daring, not caution. You sometimes tend' to act in an authoritarian
'mainner, over the peasants because you can afford to, and you also feel that
you know better than they do what is good for them.

If -it seems as if Rodriguez will gain power, you will try for a post -- per-
haps minister of agriculture ="-in his government. If the CD stays in power,
you will be angry and may lead peasant 'revolts. If Lopez gets 'in power,
there is the danger that he will throw you in jail, as he believes you. are a-
communist.

The military in Fertilidad is, keeping an intelligence eye on your activities
and your relations with them are poor.

Since you are aware of the corruption of the government representative in
Fertilidad and are, threatening to expose him, your relations with him- are
poor as- well.
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GOVERNOR -- CUPRIA PROVINCE

Objective: "govern" -- represent the interest of the Sebastiano (CD)
government in Cupria province.

Attitudes: You report regularly to Sebastiano and are loyal to him. You
depend on the present government for your income and your job and thus
tend to favor continuing to support it. You are responsible for collecting
taxes 'from the citizens of Cupria, mainly miners and their families, and
have built •up.a considerable private fortune through graft and the sales of
tax exemptibns. You tend toward using perusasion, not yiolence; but tend
toward opportunism more than toward honor, since you are hot above taking
bribes.

Your relations with the military leader in Cupria are good since you both
have an interest in stability in Cupria which means moree money for you and
less work for the military leader.

Although initialiy loyal to Sebastiano, you resent being given duty way out
in Cupria. You are willing to deal with Hamilton or the miners. Communi-
cate with Sebastiano in the capital in the event of any activity he should know
about.

Your isolation makes you vulnerable to joining any' kind of movement or chang-
ign sides if the price is right. You are highly unpredictable and may play an
imaginative role within the framework of your basic attitudes as presented
above.

°°
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SL MILI=TAR-Y GARSN •---UR•.. . ..

strength- 1, 000 men

monetary resources: see transaction sheet

loyalty;: initially, to O'Brien, and through him to whatever government'he
supports---currently the present-CD government

Your garrison is:

equal to all other garrisons in terms of rank

in terms of size, the smallest in the country

unable to act decisively to put down a riot or a strike without--calling in

reinforcements from the main Fertilidad camp, one day's travel

time away

relatively isolated from what's happening in the rest of, the country

likely to act on the basis of rumors or insufficient information

not too tightly bound to the present government, although you initially are

loyal -to O'Brien and through him to the government

not particularly happy about being all the way out in Cupria

not particularly anxious to take major military action against the FLN

tired of being always being called- -upon to do the actual fighting

not very cohesive as a group

Power Rating: 40
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-M.R. -AR$THUR iHAMIL.T•ON_-n----CUýPRIA--MANAGER2:OF -PAYT-RIA-MINERALES-.
S.A. (mines)

OBJECTIVE: Keep the mines open, keep the money coming in, keep anyone
who'might nationalize the mines from gaining power.

Your personal income depends on the mines a taying open and producing
for Anaconda. You take orders from Alexander Jackson, who is, Anaconda's
man in Velesquez City. You may also have some contact with Eduardo Del
Solar, who has a minority interest in the mining company, but you tend not to
pay ,too much attention to him.

When the mines .are open, you are paid (by the umpire) an amount equal
to the value of the copper produced. After paying off the miners and keeping
out your own salary (it may seem large, but it represents a rather large
establishment), you send the rest to Jackson. You may not raise wages without
Jackson's permission, but you may lower them at your own discretion, unless
given express orders to the contrary by Jackson.

Your principal problem is political agitation among the miners, both for
APRA and for~the FLN. This agitation against the Company may lead to
strikes and/or sabotage which will, of course, cut into production. A worse
threat, .buta longer range one, is that of nationalization of the mines if APRA
takes power. You are not above politicking among the miners for CD, and
you might well favor Lopez if the mines get too disorderly. The FLN terrorists
are also active in the ýarea. You tend to be dissatisfied with the army garrison's
reluctance to pursue the FLN with vigor, :and you resent the government's
failure to reinforce the garrison.

As a foreigner, you do not, of course, have a vote in the election. At
the same time, however, you do not have to pay any income tax, since taxation
without representation is tyranny.

When the mines are not working effectively, due to a strike or for. some
other reasons, the company does not earn any money, and unless- you correct
the problem speedily, neither will you.

Power Rating: 20
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S....R... MINERS-- -NO..HNO HAFH

Size: 230,000

Votes: ll5. 000

You believe that the Patria Mine rales Company is giving- you as good a deal as you,
are likely to get if the mines are nationalized; therefore you are motivated by
personal self-interest to'keep supporting the present system. You feel that any
proceeds from a nationalization of the mines would be spent in the, other provinces
rather than on you, so you oppose nationalization. You are highly cohesive and
may not split your votes.

You tend toward persuasion, not violence; toward opportunism; toward unity;
toward caution.

You may from time to time be visited by other groups who may try to persuade
you but you may not travel yourselves.

If it for some reason became impossible for the CD to win, you might consider
supporting Rodriguez if he gave a firm pledge of non-nationalization.

You are in favor of stability in Patria, to assure your present means of income,,
and are therefore strongly anti-communist. You also tend to shy away from
supporting Lopez because you remember that his coming to pmei would not
mean stability either, as the army might step in to unseat him. However, a
Lopez in power would not hurt your material well being, which you are highly
interested in.

Your objective is to continue earning a living and to Oppose the election of
any government Which would radically change the exisiting economic system,
and'you will be scored accordingly. However, you may decide to strike to
prevent any change you feel wmuld be against your best interests. Of-course
while on strike you, would lose your income.

.4 1U-28
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- CUPRIAN MINERS -- MMDLE SHAFT

Loyalty: APRA

Size: 230,000

Votes: -115,000

You are highly nationalistic, but feel that the earnings of the mines
3hould be spent in Patria rather than being taken:out of the country.
As long as you feel that you won't do, significantly, worse under govern-
S ment, ownefrship of the mines, you are in favor of APRA. In addition,
several bufilt-up grievances against the company have led you to desire
that ihe mines be nationalized.

You are free to strike, riot or disrupt production except that if you do
so, you~of course lose your wages.

Your primary support tends to go to Rodriguez; after Rodriguez- it is
-not Certainh Whether you would support the FLN or-the CD, although you
agree with the nationalizatiot •and' anti-capitalist tendencies of the FLN.

Your fortune is tied, to APRA,' s fortune - - you gain points if APRA wins
and lose points if APRA loses. You may work together with other APRA
people. You may be visited by other groips and are ready to listen to
their point of view.

You are cohesive, self-aware as a group, homogeneous- in terms of ideo.
logyý, expectation-from association, and means of expression.

You are active in, the political s ystem mainly through the cohesion you
gain from your union membership and through your political party.

Although striking means you 1o s e your Wages, which iis bad, it alsoo
means Hamilton and AnacondaC'ompany lose their income,, which is
good.

You-regardth' F!.Lt miners as a bunch of rowdy-and unclean radicals
'but are willing to listen to them.
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I
CUPRIAN MINERS -- LOWER PIT

"'k -Loyalty: FLN

Size: 40,000

'Votes: ZO, 000

Repeated injustices and intolerable working conditions have made
you desperate; you •have been exploited and are prepared to support-
any scheme which will enable you to better your lot, no matter what
means are necessary. Siice you have nowhere to go but up, you have
nothing to lose by terrorist activity or wildcat strikes or riots. You
are happy to have the chance to support the FLN (see Scenario); and
the FLN, in turn, is happy that it has you under its control.

You are predisposed- toward extreme activity; toward daring. You
are highly unpredictable and play a very active role. You are bitter
not only toward .the present government but even towards a moderate.
leftist government such as. Rodriguez's APRA, which you consider lacks
militancy and is equivalent to selling out your interests to the capital-'
ists'. You approve of Valdez and his general political stance but being,
purely a local Fertilian figure, he has, no hold over you personally and
is not' likely to gain your support unless 'he at least visits the priovinq~e
or unless Ibarbouru tells you to support him. 'You must stay in the
mines, except while on strike or other nefarious activity. However-,.
you may not leave Cupria province.

You regard the CD supporters among the miners as bourgeois and.;hav-
ing sold out. They' are probably beyond being persuaded to your cause,
so you oppose them. However, since' the APRA supporters among the
miners make. a claim-towards opposing, if only slightly,. the present
system, you regard them withý even more contempt-than you do the CD.
supporters. However, you are not above trying to persuade them to join
you in your cause or to join-you in a strike if it meets their objectivesas well as yours. 'Both you and the APRA supporters, for example,

favor natiom lization.

You willbe given points for striking and' for disrupting activity in :ac- !
cordance with your general interests. However, if the strike -fails, 'you
lose points and are worse 'off than before youstarted. Your fortunes
are' tied-to' those of the FLN and you gain many points s hould the FLN
csubstantially improve its position. Like the other groups,, you lose
wages when you strike, but since many of'you are. unemployed to-begin
with, this loss is no deterrent to forceful action. You are also expected
-to support Ibarbouru and receive points- for doing' so.
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UOATT'TVVIARAp.?TANA 2QUTýT ItitL _,T-

Fi rst- ~study your role as -presented in the scenario.

Objective:- Support Julio Lopez actively as, much as you can

Resourcesi, see transaction sheet

Attitudes: You -ire: -

a powerful,, wealt~hy conservative mherchant~frorr the port city
of San Cristobal II

a ,staunch supporter of Julio Lopez
a long-timne 'crusader againýst communists and left-wing Apristas
'against ' foreign investors uniless they enhance your wealth,
.pro ý-Thkorim-d interestu-'and propoerty holders in general,

- a suppte ofte rmy in thiat it, li ke you, is against Valdez And
the WLNyetsomewhat disturbed that -the army does.

,,9.?jpport-. _~zai~d'has in fact twice removedhi
- h-. Vexsensitv to ppealf basied on anti-commnunism
- - jik4el ~t oiv hmn rlnfo-s are exploitative, not mutually

- 3 -1 to trý. t- seek allies %among the-landowners, other wealthy
PatrIan bugijae~smen,, 'tt rziiiita-,ry, and the' bureaucracy

or. fis obocivi ,gain siuppor ~or Lpe h~berever you can. Should
Seb~stiz~o g :W pwr, -you would be-in-clin'ed-to suppqOIt Lopecista -attempts

to -diislodge-hini_ -17wver,, shodd. Rodriguiez-,glir ,ipower, you would then
support, the -CD attemptsjtd dislodge Rodri3g'uez shb-iad -any be mad.
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-'GUILALýE -4F-ANýIA-T-U -OBREG-ON -- -- -

First, study your role as presented to all in the scenario.

Attitudes: Your loyalty is to Rodriguez. Support his candidacy. Get in
touch with him. Other likely interest partners would be the social science
students, the middle and merchant classes inSanCristobal, perhaps Valdez,
Arvakian, and other liberals.

Try to get support for a program of basic land and tax reform
but-not at the expense of violence.

You are a moderate reformer, just to theleft of: center but a
little to the right of Rodriguez. You favor land reform but are disturbed at the
extremism of Vraldez's approach to it.

As the head of BARES (the organization for social reform) you
are a highly nationalistic. young professional who is for the welfare of greater
Patria and makes sophisticated appeals based on it. You believe in the utility
of persuasion, not violence, and have a basic trust in the goodwill of men.

You tend to define all outsiders as potentially cooperative. Human
relations, are regarded by you as mutually beneficial, not exploitative. You are
gullible and always dismayed at betrayals of confidence. You are a highly liter-
ate university graduate.
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4] MIDDLE CLASS- - - SAN CRISTOBAL

Population: 55, 000-

Votes: 35, 000

Initial loyalty: CD

Your 35, 000. votes have the potential power -to determine the outcome of the

forthcoming election. Act according to your own middle class interests.

In-1961, you went heavily CD. Study the scenario.

You may communicate with other middle classes in other cities but should

nct travel.

Your voters are:

highly cohesive under all pressures

bound-through common economic circumstances in a common idelogy

likely to all vote as a bloc

highly interested in -private property
" 1 " in the stability of Patrain politics

"in bettering your material advantages

moderately nationalistic

for moderate political 'change at no cost to them

predominantly merchants and wage-earners

frequent listeners tO -the national radio network

moderate income bracket

Power Rating: 60
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A

Initial loyalty:. CD

Population: 230, 000

Votes: 45,000

You, are well-paid wage earners and have consistently supported the CD party.

However, 'the general tendency toward APRA's coming :to power has made some

inroads among your ranks. Possible allies: indcstrkl workers elsewhere; the

middle classes.

You tend toward using persuasion, not-violence; toward opportunism; toward

acting: as a group,; toward caution; toward reliability7

Power Rating: 30
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PORT SLUM -- SAN CRISTOBAL

Votes.: 20, 000

Population: 40,000

Initial loyalty: APRA

Objectives: Elect a candidate wh0dcan assure youibetterment of
living conditions and who can implem-ent ,social reform.

The North End Slum has:

a low interest in, at ability
a low conception of selfrworth
little social organization
a low degree of acknowledgment to take an active role in

the political system '-
a tendency to regard all government and politics as some-

What unpredictable and threatening forces
a low degree of membership in voluntary associations such

as trade unions
a tendency to regard itself as a passive subject in the politi-

cal process rather than participant citizens
an average family size of seven, with the father often not in

evidence
a low rate of literacy
a high, rate of crime
little interest in nationalism and appeals, based on it
a high interest in economic appeals

Attitudes: Your initial loyaltyto APRA does not mean that youcannot
bepersuaded to change your loyalty to some other party if it can satis-
fy your interests better.' If Rodriguez gains power, however, you are
likely to support him. If. Valdez should gain power, you would probably
support him but tend to prefer Rodriguez to Valdez. ,However, you
would prefer Valdez, to Obregon, should he become a candidate, -be-
cause you have difficulty responding to- Obregon!s ,urbane and sophisti-
cated appeals. You are unlikely to entertain proposals from the CD
unless •there is something, in them for you.. Should Lopez gain power
you would be very angry and there is no telling what you might do.

You are uprooted, transients, and often exploited. You would like to have
someone you- could blame for your plight. In your voting you are likely to
be swayed-more by charismatic an personalistic appeals rather than by
ideology. If you all went on strike, it would have a; major dislocating ef-
fect on the economy but you have difficulty getting organized.

You may not travel andmayr not use the phones to communicate with other
cities but, like everyone else, you may listen to national radio appeals,
and be influenced by them according to your interests and attitudes. Then
you may cast your votes as a bloc in the national elections.. Points, are
given for your responding to appeals according to you attitudes. For
your economic resources, see the attached transaction, sheet.
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GOVERNOR --- -SAN CRISTOBAL

Objective: "Govern"----re~present the interests of the Sebastiano (CD)
government in the city.

Attitudes: You report regularly to Sebastiano and are loyal to him. You
are moderately wealthy by virtue of' your position and friendship
with Sebastiano. You depend or the present government, for your
income and your job and would not like to see it displaced unless
you could get a better deal elsewhere, which youw doubt. You
tend toward persuasion, not violence; toward opportunism more
than toward honor; toward caution; toward reliability. You are
responsible for collecting the taxes in San Cristobal and for
using them for provincial expenditures, although you receive
some additional. supportfrom Sebastiano (see transaction sheet).

You tend to regard' Rodriguez as a threat to your position but
you might support him-if you could see no alternative and it
became a question of either supporting him orlosing his support.
You regard Lopez as a lesser evil than Valdez.

Points are gained if Sebastiano is re-elect ed. He has asked you
to give campaign speeches supporting;him. Try to have enough
projects to promise the people of San Cristobal to keep them'
happy. This being a conservative city, you should not have 'too
much trouble doing this and will lose many points should San
Cristobal go for Rodriguez, not to mention "anyone to the left
of Rodriguez. Obregon, with his iupport of the same principles
espoused by Rodriguez, must be dealt with. You are at this point
-on cordial but respectfully distant terms with him.

You have a high interest in stability and take an active role in
the political system. You belong to various San Cristobal betterment
and-phil-anthropic associations and sit on the board of directors of
several San Cristobal companies- and the Banco Nationale San Cristobal
-branch.
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You are: equal -to all other garrison leaders in terms of rank
subordinate to Field Marshall Garcia-O 'Brien
paid through the government budget
highly nationalistic
likelier lto act on, orders from O'Brien than independently, except

Son local matters which require quickdecision
steadfastly loyal to O'Brien, being one of his original band (your

loyalty is the reason you were given the plum post of San Cristo-
bal, where there is little violence and plenty of entertainment)

not very tolerant of social or revolutionary change
well paid
against any policy that will put Patria in such chaos that your men

will not get paid and equipped
eager to prevent national conditions fromr becoming such that you

have to fight
'Your men are:

highly cohesive under all pressures
bound through a common allegiance to O'Brien
highly self-aware as a group
of homogeneous background
11, 000 strong
non-political
reliable--- can be relied upon to obey your orders

You, will be scored' for acting according to these traits.

Both you and your men' may not vote.

You may be reassignedlto another province, with or without your men, and
may not refuse the 'assignment.
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SUMMARY'OF. TRANSACTIONANECORDS
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APPEND;IX Iii

GRENADILLA POLAYtER MATERIALS

Persionality Profiles
Summa~ry of Economic T'Tansiction Records



__ _ GENERAL MIGUEL DE FREI-TAS -- ARMY COMMANDER IN CHIEF
-T FANDANGO CITY-

Read about yourself, and your activities to date in the scenario.

Your objectives are to keep the army in its present position, where it gets
half the national budget, and also if possible to keep a democratic form of
government as you feel that military governments are unlikely to have much
future in Latin America. However your main objective is to keep up the
army strength. You are very concerned about the FLN menace, as you have
a high interest in the stability of the economy and of Grenadillan politics.
You- are also aware that your chief of staff Porfirio Bruno and probably some
of the older officers feel that you should be putting pressure -on Guedalla to
do something about the FLN whidh is a step you have hitherto been very re--
luctant to take- Army unity is very important to you, but it is also important
to Bruno, and he is unlikely to waver in his loyalty to you unless he feels be
has a very good reason.

You work largely by persuasion, and are influenced by honor not opportunism.
You nearly finished your army caree ,in 1958 by insisting on speaking at
Genreral Menez's funeral oration, *but this possibility did not deter you. It ispossible that-you would resort to violence should stability be threatened, or

-industrial and urban sabotage reach a point•Where the' army budget would be
.substantially cut. You mistrust Guedalla slightly because you have heard the
,pervasive rumours that he isconsidering cutting the army budget in order to,
pay for some-social welfare schemes, but basically you want to keep the status
q•o, and hope that the FLN can be contained by ordinary police methods short
Sof a; guerrilla war.
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BRiGADIER-GENERAL PORkIRIO BRUNO - FANDANGO CITY

You are General de Freitas' Chief of Staff. You are slightly older than de
Freitas, who has had a Uantastically successful career, but you do not grudge himý
his success and have always been-a personal friend of his.. You are his own
choice for Chief of Staff.

Your Views however differ from de Freitas' inasmuch as -you are less inclined to
tolerate FLN activity, and cannot understand why it has been allowed to continue.
You know that de Freitas has been reluctant to put pressure on Guedalla to deal
with the FLN, but you really cannot see why. You regard the FLN as traitors,
and agents of revolutionary foreign powers, and feel that an all out military ac-
tion should be mounted to-deal with them. You do not share de Freitas' leeling
for democratic forms, and are inclinedto hark back to'the great days of the
Mendez regime when the army was all-powerful,, the FLN did not-exist, and every-
body was a good-deal better-off. You do not understand the nature of the economic
troubles at all, and feel that the country's present inilation-problem has been
caused by governmental mis-management.

At the same time- you-have a great admiration for de Freitas, and he has always
been the leader in your relationship. Although you know that therPe are other of-
ficers who feel as you do, you will not listen to direct criticism of de Freitas un-
less you should feel that he was really -losing his grip. Should FLN activity in-
crease and go unchecked you would probably feel you must do sosrmjthing. but you
would probably attempt to reason with de Freitas first.

You are extremely nationalistic, but you quite like the, Americans whom, you do
not regard as a threat to your country's independence.. You would love- to jail
de. Zulueta, the Havana trained FLN representative in Fandango, and to root
out all Cuban influence but you can never find de Zulueta.

You have no men of your own.

rn-
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. EX-PR-ESIDENT- HERNANDbEZ -- LEADER-O F -THE-CD PA-RT Y FANDANGO7 -CIT;y.--Y. .
-_'Dead u l ti.,v: ryin- te•se•.-

Your objectives are to get the CD party back in power, or within striking
distance of power. You lost heavily in the 1963 elections, being supported
by-the middle and upper classes the Petrolia, oil workers. To win, you
Would have to sway the support of the-urban proletariat from APRA which
-would.give you a reasonable majority, although you would, lose, heavily in
-Verdia, and 'lose in Marque uniless -you couldpersuade the Grese oilworkers

-t support you., In, any case APRA does not~have to allow elections unless you
dan push themnto it until 1368. One other-alternative would be to stage: a
S right Wing coup, "but'you reckon that you would, need army 'support, and
,remember-that the last time you called in army support in 1948 they took
over 'the government.

The FLN are useful- to you, as Ithey are making things very difficult'for the
APRA government. Remember that the kLN and you both want- support among
the urban proletariat, but you couldpossibly outsmart the FLN by appealing to
the innate conservatism of-the-wage earner. You fear de Zulueta however,
as you have appreciated that his aims are lto make Grenadilla 'into a Cuban
,satellite, which, would alarm you, as you, are anti-Communist in the extreme.

You want power again, and are tired of being an ex-president, so that if
Guedalla approached ,you to join-his government you would. be inclined to accept
this time.
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?R`,SIDENT';GUE-DAMLk-- Fý;--ANDANGO-C-ITY - ------------

P ~ -You hVe n-oWb eene--di-k -l'ftieý-APRk pt a&residchtrzcf-the---country---_
since 1958, when you led the revolution agai-ist General Mr z. Read the
scenario for the history of- that revolution, and of the party since. 1958.

Your objective is to stay-in-power. You will have to do something rather than
stand still to stay in power. You may try to achieve- this in any way you- choose,
including calling k snap election if you feel you could get a -fresh mandate- from
the country. Since elections must constitutionally be held every five years you
need not hold another election ordinarily until 1968, but it might be one answer
-to your probleifis, You won the 1963 elections handsomely, the peasants in Ver-
dia, the slum dwellers and the urban proletariat in Santa Maria and Fandango,
and the Petrolia oil workers all voted for you, and if you can retain-that Sup-
port you can be elected again. However, -as you. know from your reading of the
scenario, a lot of -that support'has been disaffected by your ineffectual reform
program. Bear in mind that the armyhave been in power before, and that al-
though .de- F'reitas is clear that the democratic experiment should be given a
chance, it is highly probable that he would intervene, and pas sible that he
would then stay on in government, should there be widespread disorder in the
country.

Yiou and de Freitis are old friends, and so are you and- Von Pontz, who is, that
rare c.ombination, a liberal industrialist. He has control of most of the country's
communications and is a powerful ally. You do not~get on so well with de Freitas'
right hand man Brunoi nor with the American contingert in the country, although
both nominally support you. Bunuel, the FLN 'leader and you fought together in
the 1.958 revolution, and! although you quarrelled bitterly when you decided to.
yield-to the army's demands that Bunuel be not included in the government, it is
possible that you -could, come to some arrangement with him. You fear and, des--
like. however the, FLN man'in Fandango, de Zulueta, as you suspect him of being
controlled by- Cuba, and- are inclined to resent foreign interference in Grenadilla,
since- you-are-,a patriot first and a career politician second.

Within your own government Carreras is something of a-problem. He was, and
to some-ext~ent stilli, Ithe "favorite sori" of the Verdia peasants, and he has fre-
quently promised them sweeping •land reforms in-the name of APRA. You your-
self have- never promised nationalization of industry, nor compulsory acquisition
of land, but Carreras has made this sort of tpromise in-your name-to the peasants,
and it -Would be di'ngerous to contradict him openly as- the- peasants might then go
over to-the FLN. Your governors, and your Minister of Justice, are all basically
loyal to you, ýbut a,?e having a-very difficult time with the FLN and- continually have
appealed to you for armyr helpý with the FLN- menace.

111-4ý* (
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LUIS BUNUEL -- VEADIA

Objectives: To take over the country in order to get your program of social and
political -IMfo r--. uu-an1legalparty •a-n- any- case d'o •i•
have a.broad enough political base to win anelection - you have never- been able
to make inroads into-the APRA support of the urban proletariat in the two cities,
and many of the Verdia peasants are stili loyal Carreras/APRA supporters, although
you have :good support in-the slums, in one of the oil fields and among some pea-
sants. Should you infiltrate into government and ~get a major land reform bill
passed you will be taken to have won, but should youget into the APRA government
and no- substantial reforms are passed you have lost. You will score points for
disruption, strikes, uprisings-, burnings and general trouble.

Read about-yourself and the history of the FLN in the scenario under the section
-on the FLN. You have a complete, working structure, yourself and Infidel in Ver-
dia, Enerves in Santa Maria, Castango in Marque, and de Zulueta in Fandango.
Infidel, -Castango and Enerves are absolutely loyal to you to the best of your know-
ledge, but de Zulueta was after all at school in Havana, and you suspect has
specific instructions from Havana that may ,conflict with your instructions to him.
At the same time you cannot risk alienating de Zulueta because it is through him
that a great deal: of your money and arms come from Cuba. It is possible that
de Zulueta is not passing all the money on to you, but it would be difficult to chal-
lenge him on this. Other than the FLN people you have no formal allies in Grena-
dilla, but the School of Law in-the University of Fandango, -the slums-in the big
cities and many of the Verdia peasants are, your spheres of influence.

You are the leader of a para-military structure and run your group as such. You
should not allow your lieutenants to move round the country on their own initiative
unless they have an excellent explanation. You- yourself may move -freely round
the country and so may, your lieutenants. If you wish to move- troops (Infidel,
Castango, de Zulueta and Enerves each have between 700-1000 men in their bands)
it takes move time-(see rules).
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-RODRIGQ DE ZJULJJETDA- - -LN LEADER IN FANDA-NGO-CI-TTY--

Youare gnow •just under 30• a-graduate'•of-the-School-of-awandti- •t~iveiit - _

of Havana. You were active in the FLN movement under Caballo while an
undergraduate at Fandango, and were offered a scholarship to Havana through
a member of a trade delegation from an iron curtain country. You took the

gh scholarship, and lived for two years in Havana engaged on intensive •political
studies and training in infiltration and guerrilla methods. You were instructed
andS'carried out your instructions to get rid of Bunuel's man in Fandango. Bunuel
did not apparently suspect you, and, as he was intended to, made you the main
FLN leader in the vitally important capital city.

Your objectives differ from the rest of the FLN. Your instructions and your in-
tentions are to isolate Grenadilla politically from all but the Communist countries--
to make another Cuba in fact. A free and independent Grenadilla, playing off East
against West would not suit your plans or those of your instructors. To achieve
your object you have ail kinds of money and assistance available via Havana (see
your transaction sheet). Much of this money you pass on to Bunuel, but you may
use the rest as you wish unless for any reason it would be more convenient for
you to pass it on- to Bunuel. Bunuel knows that you are probably not passing on
all your funds, and also appreciates that your aims possibly differ from the main
FLN party, but he reckons to be able to use you.

You are however primarily concerned that the FLN movement sweep the country.
You are not at all likely to make any more against Bunuel or to split the party
unless and until you feel the FLN has gained the ascendancy in the whole country
and is moving in a direction that will not suit your convictions.

You have a band of 1000 men. You may move with or without them (see rules)
but your power rating is halved if you are without them. You should also take
Bunuel's orders before moving your forces or have a good reason why you did not
take his orders, unless you wish to make a break with him.

Ii-16
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MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR - FANDANGO CITY

'Objective: Govern-, -clttaxe so that -the, country- zan-De•iept runing.

You are absolutely loyal to Guedalla whom you greatly admire. Your
fortunes are absolutely bound up-with the fate of APRA. You are able to
get on with nearly all factions in Fandango, but are unlikely to listen to
anyone seeking to seduce your loyalties from Guedalla. You are of course
very worried by the FLN depredations, and aie seeking some way of deal-
ing with them. You are unlikely to use violent, means and are not an
opportunist. You have a high interest in stability as your fortunes depend
on it.

You control communications and may monitor the telephones and take over
Radio Grenadilla should you wish. You may travel anywhere you wish •but
you should not be out of the province at the same time as the army garrison,
or anarchy could ensue.
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WINTHROP LEVERETT TOWERS III -- U.S. AMBASSADOR FANDANGO CITY

You are a career foreign service type, and not a political pay off in accordance
i .. tiih-e new regrme- iitiitut-d'-byt hb e---lat e, -Pke sident enndy,;- - Youedar ye a-.-!ibera-- a e

with considerable experience in vktrious countries in Latin America.

As there is a democratic regirr.e, freely elected, in power, your'basic view
is that any change would be f~r the worst. You- want no- one 'to tamper with the
status quo, and' would oppose, inasmuch-,as you were able to, anyone who tried
to do so. You get on only miderately wel -with Guedlla, and very well with de
Freitas.

The FLN have been causing you heartbur. You were hissed when you went to
speak on American Political Institutions at the Un'iversity oflFandango, and you
have had to advise various fact. finding teams that they had -better postpone their
visits to Verdia until F;LI activity dies down. You woul@dnot be prepared to
put pressure on Guedalla to, deal with, the 'FLN but you have frequently voiced"
your concern. Aside from theup~set they are causing in the country, and their
.interference with industry and the AID agricultural:program you have good, rea•-
son to believe that some FLN are working to Cuban orders, and it does not- seeem
to you ridiculous to assume ethat a ,communist take-over might be a. long term
prospect. You and the American industrial representatives are concerned over
this -possiblity, and if you see any legitimate method of persuading someone to
do -something about the FLN you would be inclined to use it. In the meantime
you are hoping to keep up investment and Welfare work in the ýcountry and hope
to ride out the storm.

III-8
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JOH B. GOOD -C C kEI A. I. D. REPRESAENTATIVEIIN, FANDANGO CITY'

Read- aboUt youir self and.some -of the. problems yout face in -the scenario.

You, administer the aid program iby distributing .half of the mone ,and goods
yourelfand givingthe~othr hlf o~Geda-lla ito ,be6 administere "by-the ovrn

-ineht. Y6ur aims are' t6 im rprove 'the country's e4cnomic p0sition-:since it is
an a•rticle of faith for you. that the, alleviationýof the, economic ill- s6f-a..c6untry

w alalso-cure any political ills. You4expect'thatthe -FLN'will,!be unable to
b make any 'headway if the econ6omy mcan oly. be got -oto -stable -basis, and'

lpeope shown'hoW to,0help themselves. 'It has come as a ,shock to you to find
th4at much of the money and s upplies are simply not reaching their de 3tination.
The. FLN-are confiscating food parcels, chemical fertiliiers, and anything'else that strikes them aS, usefulfroi- the peasants and slumdwellers., You

suspect either- mismanagement or downright-dishonesty'in the administration of
thep'program by-the government, and are seriously considering cutting offa1l
aid' until yoU can ensure that it reaches the proper destination. H6wever if
you _did this the 'FLN would: find it all too easy'to tell the peasants that the
Americans Were fair weather friends, quite prepared to let their erstwhile'
-friends starve if it did not suit their book-to feed them. You also have little
faith in the =Grenadillan economywithout American help, and fear that by
cutting off aid you might be throwing the country into the arms of international
communnism. - You are fully aware -that de Zulueta is attempting, to isolate
Grenadilla as a Cuban satellite.

Points, will be gained' if you can find an appropriate channel for the distribution
of aid •ih sudh a way that it 'ill neither stick to administrative fingers nor be
commandeered by the FLN. You must not, however, be seen to interfere with
the internal running of'the country, as this' is unfashionable 'and UnAmerican.
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MR LEXANDER MA LE~ - TiG Oi RP SN TIi FADANCO'

Qbjective:- Keep the mhines- open-and'-the 'Money f~qwliqg-,:inj,-,andso man Ieuver th~at,
-you frt btrate any pjroposal to ,naitionalize 'the ies

You-a-re- oný,good-I'terms withc-the locailhnusitrialistsý and the- Affiriican-embassy
and, you, rather! like- Guedalla, altho~ugh- youthink ,he can~t-liý.sti.much-,longerý. You'r-
ma or-probl1ern s:-the- F-LN. who are-dis rupting., oil ,production .iin the Jllo 'ection--
and brob1ably infiltr-atinig-the -unionizefd--Grege'and_ Pgetrolia sectiobn-s-. Y-ou ,-do n6t,
take too seriously thi-'oiyo ainlztoas you ido -not, reckon:.t-hat the-
party is likely-to -haive the ýstre~ngth to run an effective -revolution,- -btyou-still
feel -that. theýy should be- stopped 'now, -before, heavenjforb~id-, another. -,Cuba.

You have a high interest -in stability,, and -aire -an 2active-campin, -You-,tend-t
use ,for~ceful pers~uasiton- rath~er thn-ilneadtn~to opp~ortunism ý,not honore.
You. are a fir'm--believer ýin -the American Way -of Industry, free enterprisej, no
creeping socialism, and- are c-onvinced that all nationaliz'ed.industries ar inef -
ficiently ýrun.-

Your direct- representative in Marq-ue is Gordon, Clark, a, fellow- Americanr. o
delwth]him imostly in the caia -city or on the telephoneý, Ilying --out t'o Petrolia-

ok~riyin ca"ses, of -emergency.- You spend -most of your time in the capital'- city
dealing- With government personalities and local Izrlustry.

You- do not vote.

In -10'
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- tX RAGN -LOCL ANAER F UMMICOLA OF NORTH AOIAIC
Fr-ANDANGOýý- CITY-

.ýYu hae' sptmop.tp yO yorwriglf di ai~eiai- ius indus tries
Sb~efore: joifingG197mmicolta Thc.- 'ouri Wile ýco-e oigiallyf fromý Fanidango al-;

thogh ~ou'nit h~r t shotl i Tias.Yo speak1_ .lent Spanisih-a nd l ike, mog t
Latn Aercan, 'ndfip y~rslf -iireat homei6 afiy~h~er inthe su6,b~continezit

ithaiminthe U.iS.;A. VJnlike ~h other A-merica 'n you geinlyejy h oniec
bfth loat ~ndstralit~ nd he walty 1n~d'~~'xi rs ad. "re- a, ,p lar Ii__g~e,

i~inanoar oiety., You know .evryo, -A-hidJ lke. Guedailla and -de Fre -itasl,
b~.~~6ab~ ror ~s fied sVoni Ponti Wh i gdatrt ypour-,youet by.

Your, aims are to- keep-7the 'Gumfficola factory-workinig, not-herely -becaus e your,
peronl icoe dpeds n t, s ouc~ud~reail ge aothr obsomewhere

ele r'wihVo Pntbut -because-you believ taforeigp investment and the
buildi'Ag-up of- thd industrial- s ide. is the onyh-opefor rndia o r n
_clined: to believe-that ýa rntidnalize~d-I'ndustry cannot -be- ru'n-. as eff iciently, as ýa

prvael mnae oean~ eieve that-the6 incentive--system is. vital- to any or-
gani zation. You -point outthAt edven-in Rus sia -the top-people are having to'be
givenc-extras to keep on prodii 90g. ou. therefofe oppose the FLN,. as you feel
-that-they would make thet-country another Cua, and you point out Cuba's econo-
-mic prodblems. You- also hate -the idea -of communism as you believe 'in indivi-
-dual freedom.

"You tend-to persuasion rather than violence, andhonoi rather than opportunism.
You -have -all the -money you recko~n you need. You have. a high interest in the
stability of -Grenadillani politics,-, anhd if you- felt -that -Guedalla could notý keep sta-
bility you would be 'inclined to support someone Who could. YOu believe in
democracy and-would prefer Hernandez, if he were freelk elected, to an army
gover~nxent.

Wrn-l
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SR. DIEGO: V0NONZ-= A~nANGO ClTY

First study the information which has been presented-,about •you in the scelario.

Your objectives are to-maintain a, climate in the- country-inwhich -youcanV conti•-!
:nue to amass- wealth.• You 4are one of the ,hundred richest .menhin the' world;, but

Srather-ai exceptional example, of the tye. You have notalttogethe gon

your -university liberalism,, and are also0politically sophisticated enobUgh *to
realze {that• inGrenadifla, with its. unbalanced social system, reform•snow
may-be, the only way to avoid revolution later. You have therefore supported
bGuedlla *with money and -advice since 1956, although-at your owhnreque st you
hav"e, ner been given any credit for your revclutio ary activities.beitw~en- 195ý6
a- 1958. You tend in any case towards persuasionnidot violence, -hotnor not
opportunism, and imaginative individual activity. 'YouU own the c ountry's teleU
vision station -and, a ml hare in-the: APRA newspajpe r, Ell Panico" which
givesl voueffective- control-of thecountiry'iS cdmunications. In'the eventAof
your clashing with A-PRAA, should you decide t•at some other -party-- Woulda.best
suit your purposesi the Minister oof-the Interior, vho -has governmerntalicontrol
over commhunications, may wish to seize control of broadcasting in whole or inw
part.

Obviously FLNactivity. disconcerts: you, as the last thing you want is a revolu-
tion, and nationali-zation of industry. If FLN activity continues unchecked it is
poss'ible that you and-the foreign investors like Tex Reagan of Gummic'-ola, and
Alexander ,Macleod of Python Oilmight be inclined to get together and act, in
unison.

UIl



Sit. EDUARDO C0LJJIDAR -- FANDANGO CITY
First learn about yourself and your oil interests from the scenario.

Your objectives ar•e-to gain as much money and economic power as you can.,
Youneed to keep the oil fields working, and this can best be achieved if Grena-
dtila politica are stabilized under a strong government. You voted CD in
1963 but were neither surprised nor unduly-upset when APRA got'in again. You
are however beginiing t0dhave -reservations about the APRA government's abill-
ty-to maintain a stable government, and you are very worried by the FLN
acitivity, partidularly FLN activity in--the oil fields. You are also a little ner-
vous aboutan APRA governMnent as you always suspect they might nationalize
the mines, although- this tis not part of Guedalla!s stated policy.

You are-highlyV ationalistic, and oppose equality and social change. Your oppos-
ýition-to the FLN is ,not only on economic grounds, but, you really feel that-the
presumptuou•• peasantry shouldbe cut down tosize. You feel that all the Ameri-
cans• are probably -of peasant birth too, and find it difficult-to deal with a country
that hias no' aristocracy and Apparently, no proper rules for the order of prece-
dence at table -(youi last dinner :attihe Embassy Was -a wounding experience, as
y6ou*4found yOurSelf sitting below a -mere city mayor of some small place in
Massachusetts).

vaI- 1_3 -



MIDDLE,-CLASS -- FANDANGO CI.TY'

Study the, scenario, particularly the. section,ýon~the, economic -and-zocial.
background of the, co~untry..

,Objective -- 'To keep~earning a&living.

In-the -event ofdn election, to elect'_thte CD-par~ty.-..

Points are won where the~re-fis: stabilitwin Gxen-adilla. .Poi~ww are lXost
when there Is -disruption'. an-o ae~ae 0b nb ewt ern -your nor-
mal livinig- 'when, the country- is, in: an-Wproar--

Attitudes, - - You, voted ,CD nte163jldo~ atid.-were.,dis-appointed- when-.
-APRA ,won-wi-th a ha~ndsome xnmaj~orfi'ty,,. ýbut .settled.dý,dbw's~ýto 1ive:-.with it. *Sinceý,
-then however, you-have, become increasizgl yunap bu he-odt~'
rocky economic position, and ifin'd ,your-stazidiaird-ýo'Aing-thr-eatened by t'he.
increasing rate of inflation. Ybu_ are Most. r-es'ponsfiveýt'o'.any,-ajgpeals which-
promise you-economic and& material benefAits- -a'R&,you oppos~ezzationalizatiow,
and feel strongly- about the--.sanctity ,of.>pri~vaite' propTe,,rty. YoaT. interests:
'ha-ve, up to -now,, coincided:ýwith--those ý-.of the- landown'ers -and'kthe-:industrial-
ists. You oppose! social, vcifare. program3s -to- improve: the: ;1ot-cof-the peasants-i

-or the slum. dwellers- av- yoxnfeam-they-, wfllthreaiten-your- soci~lpositior..
One of-themxrmight- marr~y yi~ur-1daughter~, amA:-sexvaaft--xrg*be~com4e hartder
to get. You: rzxeter~r~fed of the FLN bec-useL--of--heir--v~IioVmtmethod s:-.and-
uzicomprorniuing--policy--. 'Yvulea~rdestructisma yuoue-,*wwnVope r.ty and b3e'-
gin to feel, that-no- decent,:persroa-wilLsoon bK--safL---wallih the~streýets of'
Santa Maria., -You-,are quixte ,co-vinced.-thattke. -- Xs-ppot-e,1. dontrle
býy the inentinl-under t-
stand, why-the-authorities- do-a~t do someth!W-AbutýAw., .T-he-_fict.±.hat'
Guedalla la*. do enothiii--about-themerleadsr ,ouialc itho.y~our. vie~ws. of the,
*W sc *1ia -ns oundnzvea of-a-. ~ yjutiffied'..

1ikely Actionis - TYbiuare;.st-keptpeg SW-umio rvierb-
&I expre~ssion.of ýsvzpozt-o-r no-s up ztacc-~ i y U
are.- alsIairly- 1ikely.rtoýoin with othe-r g~roiu..
-in drastic- c- esr,, Tmtare -most uxililcelyto ~t ~ ~~ h
middle class isbxtr- othercityu'yur ay u .1,~~;

Popiklation - I55AOO-0,0

Vlte 6 -75;6000

YuMrvo-Vters ;are.::

'Bound tbxcmuk ccnnu ecosomike ,
Not -vekry b~hly ýv1fN-awi~arew ag-jroW,
Highly-izftweted.. in.-the, At-if3-FGrsd~-

Predoi-'nem~t~niaay bettrauxis-yo= aiE 1r__ -_ _

]reqetl-n s lithen

0f ratce~ct

Of71-14
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-URBA-N-P-ROL-ET-ARIA--T--...-F'A-NDANGO-

Rad- I'Se -cs loi~~u r, tiairiyh

You voted APRA in the 1963 elections, partly because they are the. paxty of-,your
natural affiliation and partly because they promised many reforms,, aotably-$in
education, health-and working conditions,, without promising :aatio zti-owof
industry. None of these reforms has been carried out, taxes-havve ,in upi
and your wages are 'being eroded by inflation faster than yow cazzýnegpftiate 7pay
ris es. You are quite uns ympathetic to Geudalla'Is excus es aorlb aelayetk
reform program. You do not understand why the economy is-_Ia suck a-mes
and vary between suspecting an international plot and governmnt nimamge -
ment as' the reasons., At the same time you are wage earmerzdx-&ixxu. actwitki
a, 60%6 rate of unemployment and your present income is Lle wb-cu~~~.
eco 'nomic system. You therefore fear the FLN, despite .tlairpronis- 4E
economic reform, as you, see that they work -by destructivve fli~odr-, au2&yomz
fear the loss- of your jobs. You could be intimidated by-violence,, A~amayew
fairly defenseless. I 'fyou bec-ame sufficiently desperate- ,yawýt-,vexcxwe
your scruples and, misgivings about FLN policy and jointbmr..

Your acknowledgment of any obligation -to take an, act'v -prithoica 7~
tern islow. You tend to look on government and politic~aw mingredictme ancT
threatening, forces ("1them"1). You have hardly any membexildpin oluntry
political associations, and thereis9 little union activityr-amongtwegroaup- Your
people, are very sketchily informed of..political facts, a;nd`:are
passive subjects than as participant citizens-. Tou, aretgenerafaL i~neia
'largely out of jealousy at the, material well-'being of th. LD C n.yn eý

Your voters- are:,

bound through common economic ýcircumstance~st in.-4cm- ---utlookz
not very highly se~lf aware as a group
highly interested in bette'ring your material ci~rcM
only moderately interested in the stability ofM, ±~p
moderately nationalistic
predominantly factory workers
of low income- bracket
of poor education

-Population: 600, 000

Votes:- 260.,000

You may not travel ýor us e the- ielephones but. like ýev.&ycne_4]et yo-affafa

television-.



ý jad'tie.*cena~riqq particuii.lythe usjction-onn-t~ -cOuuaTry-;sca'ad
economic, background.

ir .A'ttitudes 'You are uprooted, and often -transients. Your grievances and bur-

tdenvaxe. -many and various. Unemployment is almost 100%0 and yet you have

to szrvape.,together every week the ridiculously, high rent for the dirty shack

,you-live in'. which is owned by -a wealthy landlordi in th iy o olike

to .h-ave:.:some- one you can-blame for your plight, and theFLN- have been eager

*to supply' you with objects of calumny. IThose of you who voted in the 1,963

elections. voted APRA, but there were a significant-number-of write-in votes

hi £rOVACIT.LN'. You feel that APRA has let you diowni that none of the promised

:refocms, have been forthcoming, and do not-begin--to -understand-the reasons

,offered-by- the government for the., delay in. these reforms.

lrbu~*ik-efore support anything which~promises change in the status quo, and.

-,vmu~lierprepared to throw your support behind the APRA go~vemtment again,-If

'I1y~e e e able to convince you that-the promised reforsoudmti1ze
*Nmur,_are_:prone to, violence and demonstrations. 'You-.sense a lIow-degzmeeof obli.-

W_ - g:vdon_-to-Wqrk thr~ough the existing -political system, and~iave.-aý low degzeeý of

,participatioin in any voluntary- Political organization..Althougjx-the Azi!EcaMs..h&ve.:

bunitboth the clinic s and. one., of the- schoolsvln. the. :sfuzmI, ~am&staff- ekireý;y' oae.

,of tije clinics,, youi ar~e.,not'pro-America,,:as:'ui osdremasnflrc
ato.who, shouWl be- doing 'eiven~more, forthe- country,. You~s~ee them~ii~tkir

big c~ars in- the city. and -r.bitterlyeaos .o~a~r th :~zpa'

-gan&ý_;which -accuses, the..A-mericans of: aTai~ninig,-noney-o~cf indl.f~
,tair own- purposes a~nd:,:axe.'half. conVinced, Ies~ntatamnth.hi'by

jge ý,fe big cars -and. the-,money' to- put up- cliniras..

"YXw ipople bv-t"ia~y on~'s- of-s even' ,or-ýmore-.chi-ldzen,. manyde~te&
3iybITe7 atlbr-s-.. ~Almost::a3I~he iaum.;dwellerw--ar~e'illiterate-, thel cxhmdribei r

motronomiZ al~ndise-ase--common., 'Your',dieit-::is y-e~nqiieý "

9Su!nation: 1t30*,`000

%viefs: 64.,Offy0

ýTl M416.

Z, zý- --



SCHOOL OF LAW - - UNIVERSITY OF FANDANGO

You are the, sort of- radical student body the newspapers play up. You are
highly 0olitical, and- expecdt to b6 the g-die rhzim-e-t --f -t-m 6--r--d- to- the Ix~tit
that you are not too interested in whether you get your degrees or not. You
are making such good contacts that a degree is comparatively unimportant.
Your aims are to make yourselves felt in the country's government, and the
most promising vehicle is the FLN whose aims also accord with yours. You
believe in a meritocracy, where men are born equal, in nationalization of all
industry and land, and feel that the APRA party aims 'do not go far enough.
You rather despise Guedaila whom you feel-to have sold out'to the vested in-
terests in the country. You are all budding political scientists, and bored
with your formal legal studies. The FLN aura of guerrilla fighting, plotting

in cellars, striking by night appeals to you greatly as a splendid game, and
you feel the FLN are the only people who are doing anything worthwhile in the
country.

You rather dislike the army, because of the authoritarian tradition it repre-
sents and are unlikely-to respond to any appeals from military circles. Your
fathers are always saying that a spell -in service would do you a great deal of
good. Hernandez is similarly lacking in appeal to you,, as representing the
boring conservative right.

You despise but should try and convert the Upper class liberals in the school
of Social Science. They are APRA supporters but will presumably listen to
you as you' are all students and many of you were at prep school together..

Enrollment: 2,500

Votes: 5, 000

II- 17



SC.HOOQL OFSOCIAL SCIENCE

Objective: 'Keep the university -open s'o~ --6 6iftkt Y&~d tde&.~e7Yua
APRA supporters, and on occasion have, given the FLN a hand with a street
demonstration or picketing- but these activities are strictly secondary for
you to the business of getting a degree. You are strictly occupational liberals;
it's fashionable, and you do realize that Grenadilla's social system is miserably
unjust even though most of you are the beneficiaries of the injustices.

You tend to shy away from really violent activity, have a high degree of, par-
ticipation in student organizations and are interested in soc-ial change provided
it does not dislocate individuals 'too much. You are 'fashionably anti-American,
but also anti-Communist and respond easily to nationalistic appeals. You view
the political system as representative not~exploitive, and would prefer to work
through the system as you don't really see the need to workagainst it.

You regard the FLN oriented law students as too extreme but are willing to
listen to them should they approach you. At the same time you would like to
persuade them to work through and support the existing APRA government.
You are sufficiently sophisticated to see that violent attacks from the left of
APRA will harden a lot of inchoate opposition among the rightists possibly to
APRA's detriment.

Enrollment: 2, 500

Votes: 100

'M1- 18
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COMMANDER OF MILITARY GARRISON -- VERDIA - 73rd- Infantry.

Read carefully the section on the Army in, the scenario.

You and your regiment have been in the province for several years and have
developed close local contacts. You joined the army, and so did most of your
men, because it is a soft comfortable job. You are extremely resiotant to any
activity which makes your job less cushy. You, are very reluctant. to move
round the country and even more unwilling to fight. You would be prepared to
deal with any, local disturbance that _you perceived as threatenirg your comfort-
able -position on your Own initiative if you were reallyconvinced that your inter-
vention was necessary.

You yourself may move around freely but you and the Governor may not both be
out of the province at the same time." You may travel withor without your men
but your men take five minutes in real time to get from province to province.
You may go ahead and leave your men to follow (see rules)but Without your men
your powe r rating is halved.

Should there be an election neither you nor your 11, OGi men may vote.

-in_ 19



CQMMANDER OF MILITARY -GARRISON -- VERDIA - 102nd Armored Division

Read carefully the sedtion on the Army inrthe scenario.

You and your regiment Were assigned by General de Freitas to help deal with the
FLN menace tO. the province lat year, having previously been statiozedin Fan-,
dango. You dislike being way out in--the boondocks with nowhere to -go-instead of
being in a, smart, confortable station.like Fandango.

The reason you joined-the army is because it is a :cushyjob. You are peeved-at
being transferred, and- Very disinclined to move around-,any more -or take any
action which would involve you in a fight. You would however be prepared to
intervene on your own initiative- if you were really convinced that your intervention
was necessary-for the- maintenance of your position.

m-z0-
o .



.GOVERNOR VERD . .

O~jetiv: uvern r ~sei-'th-i-ntereits of-the APRA jgo-Veir-nim-eit, in the
province.

Attitudes You report regularly to Guedalla and are loyal to him. You are
moderately wealthy by virtue of your position and friendship with Guedalla. You
depend on the presert government for your income and your job and would not
like to see it deplaced unless you could get a better deal elsewhere which you
doubt. You are not a hard core APRA member, but saw the light soon enough in
'1957 to give some aid to the Revolutionary party, and received your governor-
ship as a pay off. You have good friends among the old wealthy aristocracy,
and •whenever they try and discuss APRA policy with you you have. hitherto
gently changed the subject, remarking the while -that of course Guedalla is one
of your oldest friends.

You tend towards persuasion, not violence, opportunism rather than honor, cau-
tion, reliability, You are responsible for collecting the taxes in the province and
forwarding the balance to Guedalla after you have takený your income.

You get on well with the army commander and with the Americans Whom you
regard with some amusement but with liking. You have a high interest in stabil-
ity and fear and hate the FLN as your comfortable position is dependent on the
continuance of the present system. Your only reservation about Guedalla is that
you cannot understand why he is reluctant to. deal violently with the FLN. You
sometimes think in terms of getting next to Hernandez, so that should power change
hands your position would still be secure, but you do not want to come out into
the open until you are sure this will be necessary, as you do prefer Guedalla of
the two, and yourself of the three of -you.

MIII-21
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S

PEASANTS -- VERDIA

Read the scenario, particularly the section on the economic and social back-
ground of the country.

You are not very self-awarepolitically, and almost 100% illiterate. You hate
the landowners agents who have been exploiting you over ard above the demands
of the absentee landlords for so long. At the same time you have to eat, and'
fear to be thrown off the hacienda to starve. Those of you who voted iný 1963
mostly voted APRA, as Carreras, the Minister of Agriculture, is a local boy,
and you feel that he alone in the government really understands your problems.
You feel that someone somehow has let you down over the promised land re-
forms, as you see from the scenario nothing has come of them, or seems likely
to come of them. You are still inclined to believe somehow that Carreras
will see you through and will get the necessary legislation, but your faith has
been shaken, and you are becoming increasingly inclined to listen to the FLN
people, Bunuel and Infidels, who are telling you that you will never get any
results from supporting APRA as they have become the tool of'the Americans,
the landlords and the foreign capitalists. You quite like the Americans you
have seen who come bringing A. I. D. materials, but you do not normally get
the benefit of these materials as the FLN tend to take them'. You~are sufficiently
frightened of the FLN and their record of terrorism and~violence not to betray
them to government forces and not to disagree with them openly, even if you do
.not at any moment wish to be involved with their schemes. For any action you
must have a leader, and cannot take any individual initiative.

Population: 3, 000, 000

Votes: 355, 000

-
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-GARRER-AS - -t-ANDANGO,,IT-Y- .....

ro --rý CAVC AAADb.3 I-lrt1 I ^r& - £nA-J Y eerý_'MIC '4~ £7;10i I UU-4ZWre-A*

peasant birth from Verdia, and, with Bunuel, organized the preparations for the
1958 coup in Verdia-. You have great influence with the peasants, who regard
you with reverence and faith. You, repeated in campaign speeches in Verdia your
assurances that APRA would give the land to the peasants, which, apart from
not being APRA policy, has not proved'in any way possible. Even a modest bill
to- give each peasant family quarter of an acre is -likely' to prove quite unworkable
as the landowners have instructed their agents to throw any peasant who tried
toclaim his portion off the hacienda to- starve. Your policy conflicts, with Guedal-
la's on~this point- -you believe that the land should go to the peasants and tend
to brush aside the difficulties of achieving this. At the same time the peasants
are losing faith in you, since no extensive land reforms have been mooted, and
there is a very real danger that they will listen increasingly to the FLN propa-
ganda, which says that there is no way to achieve land reform but violent revol-
ution culminating in an FLN government. You still have considerable credit
with the peasanits, but the FLN menace will bear watching.

You are loyal to Guedalla, although you consider his land policy limp. Your
loyalty would only change if you really felt that Guedalla had sold out to the land-
ed -interests, and was about to sacrifice your people in Verdia. You rather dis-
like the Americans who have the American tendency to see poverty as somehow
a vice cultivated by idle people, and talk a lot about free enterprise being the
foundation of the American economy, but you admire their technology, and the
help to agriculture that AID has been able to give. You find yourself unable -to
take Ame'ricans quite -seriously apart from their technology.

2
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PEDRO INFIDEL, - VERDIA FLN"TERRORIST

You are Bunuel's lieutenant in Verdia, and absolutely loyal to him. You have
worked with him since 1956 when you were, only a boy and worshipped Bunuel.
You are. not particularli intellectually gifted and Bunuel does your thinking
for you. You are absolutely fearless and avery-effective terrorist. You
have >been in jail once in 1958 and are determined never to repeat-the exper-
ience.

You nearly always use violence unless otherwise instructed as peaceful pejr-
suasion takes too long. You are violently nationalistic, howeyer, and-cdistrust
both. Enerves and de Zulueta because of their foreign education. In youlr-deal-
ings with themlhowever you take orders fromBunuel and report faithfully"o
him anything you think he shouild •know.. You }have absorbed the -idea that wicked
foreign capitalistsi are ruining the country, and therefore hate all foreigners,
and have been running a campaign to sabotage the AID agriculturalprograzn.
The onlything that stops, you from gunning down any AID people you Should see
is Bunuel's express orders) to the contrary, as he fears American "zVZl3lice ac-
tion!" if this should happen.

You have charge of the FLN band of around 1100 men, as Bunuel is often out of
the province. You and your equally dedicated, tightly disciplined, rnot very bright
band do not leave the province unless Bunuel so orders you. Youalways take
Bunuel' s instructions unless an emergency arises and Bunuel cannot get'back to
the province when you use your initiative. At all' costs, you avoid a direct con-
frontation with the army, as they outnumber you about 30 to 1.

111-24



I I
.4 GOVERNOR -- MARQUE PROVINCE F

Objective -- "govern"--represent the interests of the Guedalla (APRA)
government in Marque province.

Attitude s:

You report regularly to Guedalla and are loyal to him. You depend on
the present government for your income and your job and, thus tend:,to
favorcontinuing to support it. You are responsible for, collecting taxes
from the citizens of Marque, mainly miners and their families, and
have built up a considerable private fortune through graft and the sales
of-tax exemptions. You tend toward using persuasion, 'not violence;
but~tend toward opportunism more than toward honor, since you are
not -above taking bribes.

Your relations with the military leader in Marque are good since you
beth-have an interest in stability in -Marque which means more money
-for you and less work for the military leader.

Although initially loyal to Guedallai you- resent being given duty way gut
in Marque. Communicate with, Guedalla in the capital in the event of
any activity he should know about.

Your isolation makes ybu vulnerable to joining any kind of movement or
changing sides if the price is -right. You are -highly unpredictable and
may play an imaginative role within the framework of your basic attitudes
as presented above. You have accepted some help from Macleod, but
nothing that need bind your actions.

W1-25
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F JUAN CASTANGO -- FLN TERRORIST RQUE

You. are Bunuel's lieutenant in Marq.e •and absolutely loyal to him. You have
been placed in Marque because you were, yourself once an oil workeri and have
brothers in the Jello section. You have a smallishforce of a. ound 500 men
who live in the hills, getting provisions through the FLN in Fandango and Ver-
dia. You have had great success with the Jello. section which has the worst
working conditio0nt. nd have hopes of success with the Grese section which con-
tains the APRA uni . and most of the APRA supporters-.

Your methods are not subtle, and you take your orders from Bunuel who does
most of your thinking for you. You work by strikes, riots, industrial sabotage,
and general disruption of production. You hope that if the oil f ields prove suf-
ficiently difficult to exploit that the Americans will beý more prepared to let
them go, as you, are firmly convinced that the Americans are always prepared
to bring in troops to protect~theirnational interests. You are violently nation-
alistic, and hate the Americans simiply because they are foreigners in your
country.

Your methods are violent, as peaceful persuasion takes too long, unless other-
wi3e ordered by Bunuel. The army has not interfered much with your activities,
but if it..should, you would avoid a direct confrontation at all costs as they out-
number you 20 to 1. Gordon Clark.and2-Macleod have not been able to interfere
with you to any great extent, but they are rumored to be planning to improve
working conditions in the Jello section which might not suit you.

in26
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.. ORDON CLARK -- MARQUE MANAGER OF GRENADILLA MINERALES-S. A.

Objective -- Keep the oil fields openand the money coming in.

Your personal income depends on the oil "ields staying open andproducing for
Python. You take orders fr6m Alexander Macleod, Pythonrs man in Fandangoý
You may also have some contact with-Sr. Collidaij the minority owner; of
Grenadilla Minerales, but you tend to ignore him as much as you dare, al-

though always listening to him With every appearance of keen attention. When
the mines are open you receive an amount from Control equal to the value of the
oil produced (see transaction- sheet). You should then send the rest'to Macleod.
You may not raise wages without consulting Macleod, but if you can get away
with it you may lower them unless given express orders to the contrary 'by
Macleod.

Your principal proble,.nis the FLN activity which is strongest in the Jello
sedtion. FLN activities; have already led to strikes and acts of industrial
sabotage, and may well do so again. Productivity is.down this year, and, it
seems clear that the FLN aim, is to loweri it yet further. You are dissatisfied
with the army who do not seem to be prosecuting the chase of the terrorists
with sufficient vigor, and find a sympathizer in the governor who feels that
the terrorists should not be allowed to run wild. The governor has accepted a
certain amount of financial help from you in the past-not bribes, and not
documented, just help, and you have some reason to feel he ,might help you
in any scheme you propose.

As a foreigner you do not vote, nor do you individually pay taxes..

I1-27• -
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OIL WORKERS -- PETR-L0 - SECTION MARQUE -. .....

, Size: Z30, 000

Votes: 115,000

You believe that the Grenadilla. Minerales Company is giving you as good a deal as
you are likely to get if the oil fields are natfonalized;rtherefore you are motivated by
personal self-interest to keep supporting the present system. You feel that any
proceeds from a nationalization of the oil fields would be spent in the other provinces of
rather than on you, so you- oppose nationalization. You are highly ý€ohesive and
-may not split your votes.

You tend toward persuasion, not violence; toward opportunism; toward unity; toward
caution.

You may from time to time be visited by other groups who, may try to persuade you
but you may not travel yourselves.

You are in favor of stability-in Grenadilla to assure your present means of income,
and are, therefore strongly anti-communist. You are also frightened of the FLN'
because of their violent methods and could be intimidated by them.

Your ,objective is to continue earning -a living and to oppose any system which would
radically change the existing economic system, and you will be -scored accordingly.
However, you may decide to'-strike to preventany change you feel would be against
your best interests. Of course while on strike you would lose your income.

Mf-Z8
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OIL WORKERS -- GRESE SECTION' MARQUE

Size: 230,000

Votes: 1i5,000

You are' highly nationalistic, but feel that the earnings of the oil fields should' be
spent in Grenadilla rather than being taken out of the country. As long as you
feel that you won't do significantly worse under government ownership of the
oil fields, you are infavor of APRA. In addition several built-up grievances

"against the company have led you to desire that the oil fields be nationalized.

You are free to strike, riot or disrupt production except that if you do so you
of course lose your wages.

Your primary support tends to go to Guedalla, but after him, it is not certain
whe!ter you would support the FLN or the CD, although you agree with the
jiatironalization and anti-capitalist tendencies of the FLN.

You are cohesive, self-aware as a group, homogeneous in terms of ideology,
expectation from association, and means of expression.

You are active in the political system mainly through the cohesion you gain
from your union membership and through your political party.

Although striking means you lose your wages, which is bad, it also means
Macleod and Python lose their income, which is good.

You regard the FLN workers as a bunch of rowdy and unclean radicals but are
willing to listen-to them.
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Size: 40, 000

Votes: 20,000'

Repeated injustices and intolerable working, conditions have made you desperate;
you have been exploited and are prep& red tosupport any scheme which will enable
you to better your lot, no matter what means are necessary. Since you have no-
where -to go but up, you have nothing-to lose by terrorist activity or wildcat
-strikes or riots. You are happy to have the chance to suppgrt the FLN (see scena-
rio); and the FLN, in turn, is happy that it has you under its control.

You are predisposed toward extreme activity; towarddaring. You are highly un-
predictable and play a very active role. You are bitter toward the present govern-
ment, which you consider lacks militancy and has sold out your interests to the
capitalists. You must stay in the mines, except while on strike or other nefar-
ious activity. However, you may not leave Marque province.

You regard the CD supporters among the miners as bourgeois and having sold
out. They are probably beyond being persuaded to your cause, so you oppose them.
However, since the APRA supporters among the miners make a claim towards
reform, you regard them with even more contempt than you do the CD supporters.
However, you are not above trying to persuade them to join you in your cause
or to join you in a strike if it meets their objectives as well as yours. Both you
and the APRA supporters, for example, favor nationalization.

You will be given points for striking and for disrupting activity in accordance with
your general interests. However,, if the strike fails, you lose points and are
worse off than before you started. Your fortunes are tied'to those of the FLN and
you gain many points should the FLN substantially improve its position. Like
the other groups, you lose wages when you strike, but since many of you are un-
employed to begin with, this loss is no deterrent to forceful action.

111-30
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DON JORGE SALIVAR - SANTA MARIA

You are one of the old hard core merchant aristocracy, collosally rich and extreme-
l• consvativ~e .... Naturlvouy votdC-n-Lg3,-tin favor
of the democratic experimitnt at all, and would much -rather have continued with
a rmilitary government. You do understand that this is unfashionable these days,
and therefore tend to support the CD openly with campaign contributions. You
d6 not like foreigners- in general and Americans in pariticular, and have done your
betto discourage foreign investment in Santa Maria (see scenario). You are
amazed and horrified by the actiVities-,of the: FLN, and see them as a bunch of
filthy agitators stirring up the lower classes with ridiculous appeals. You feel
the lower classes are poor because they deserve to be in view of their innate
inferiority.

You know -Hernandez and' feel that he is reliable. You dislike Guedalla whom you
feel is unsound and feeF-' , into the bargain. Another of your friends:is Porfirio
Bruno, de Freitas'- Chief of Staff, who is a distant cousin. De Freitas you know
less well, but have your doubts about him as, after ial, he was one of the

-prirne. movers in the 1958 revolution.

Youxi may travel anywhere in the country, but are not particularly inclined-to politi-
cal activity, despite your high interest in stability. You wouldbe quite happy to
-use, violence if 'it would achieve your object, but are also lazy.
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MIDDLE CLASS -- SANTA MARIA (PETRIFIDAD)

-Study, he sceriarid, pArticdiry ,the sectibh on the economic a social' back-

ground of the country.

Objective -- 'To keep earning a living
In the event of an'election, to elect the CD party

Points are won when there is stability in Grenadilla. Points are lost when.
there is disruption, and you are taken to be unable to earn your normal living
when the country is in an uproar.

Attitudes -- You voted CD in the 1963 election, and were disappointed When
APRA won- with a handsome majority, but settled down to live with it. Since
then however, you have become increasingly unhappy about the country's rocky
economic position, and find your standard of living threatened~by the increase-
ing rate of inflations. You are most responsive to any appeals which promise
you economic and material benefits, and you oppose nationalization, and feel
strongly about the sanctity of privatetproperty. Your interests have up to' now
coincidedwith those of the landowners and the industrialists. You oppose soc al
welfare programs to improve the lot of the peasants or the slum dwellers as,
you fear they will threaten your social position. One of them might marry your
daughter, and servants might become harder to get. You are terrified of the
FLN because of their violent methods and uncompromising policy. You fear
destruction of your own property and begin to feel that no decent person will
soon be safe walking the streets of Santa Maria. You are quite convinced that
the FLN is supported and controlled by the International CommunistMovement
andyou are unable to understand why the authorities do not do something about
them. The, fact that Guedalla has done nothing about them leads you to feel that
your views of the essential unsoundness of a left wing administration are en-
tirely justified.

Likely actions:-- You-are most likely to, engage in Verbal persuasion or verbal
expression of support or non-support according. to your attitudes. You are
also fairly likely to join with other groups. You'may •refuse to pay taxes, in
drastic cases, but are most unlikely to strike or riot. You may phone the
middle classes in the- other city but you may not travel outside the province.

Population, -- 55, 000

Votes -- 35,000

Your voters are:,

Highly cohesive under all -pressures. (may not split votes)
BOund through common economic circurnstances in a common outlook
Not very highly self-aware as. a group
Highly interested -in the stability of: Grenadillan politics
Highly interested in, bettering'your material advantages
Moderately nationalistic
Predominantly shopkeepers and wage earners
Frequent listeners to the national radio and TV network
Of moderate income bratket
Of high school education;
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URBAN PROLETARIAT -- SANTA MARIA_ (PETRIFIDADI.-I_
Read the scenariopar-ticularlyvthe-social-ancd-econnmi•,backruvnitsentin•-

You voted APRA in the 1963 elections, partly because they are the party of
your natural affiliation and partly because they promised many reforms, notably
in education, health and working conditions, without promising nationalizationof industry. None of these reforms has been carried, out, taxes have gone up,,and your wages are being eroded by inflation faster than you can negotiate payrises. You are quite unsympathetic to Guedalla's- excuses for the delayed r-eformprogram. You do not understand why the economy is in. such a mesi; and varybetween suspecting an international plot and government mismanagement as thereasons. At the same time you are wage earners in a country Witha high rateof unemployment and your present income is tied to the country's economic sys-tem. You therefore -fear the FLN, despite their promises of economic reform,
as you see that they work by destructive methods, and you fear the, loss of yourjobs. You could be intimidated by violence, as you are fairly defenseless. Ifyou became sufficiently desperate you might overcome your scruples andmis-
givings about FLN policy and join them.

Your acknowledgment of any obligation to take an active part irithe political Sys-tem•is low.- You tend to look on government and politics as uinpredictabie and-threatening forces ("them"). You have hardly any membershiplin voluntary
,political associations, and there is little union activity among the group. Yourpeople are very sketchily informed of political facts and are oriented more aspassive subjects than as participant citizens. You are generally anti-American
largely out of,jealousy at the material well-being of the Americans you see.
Your voters are:

bound through common economic circumstances in a cori#mon outlook
not very highly self aware as a group
highly interested in bettering your material circumstahce.s
only moderately interested in the stability of PatrianP pliticsd
moderately nationalistic
predominantly factory workers
of low, income bracket
of poor education

You may not travel or communicate on the telephones.

Population �-- 230, 000O

Votes -- 45,000
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OUTER SLUMS -- SANTA MARIA., _(P1ETRIFIDAD) .

79 Read the scenario, pDar ticularl the-s_¢pction--onthe-count !y@--social-and- econo=
mi~d badckground.

Attitudee You are uprooted, and often transients. Your grievances and bur-
dens are many and various. Unemployment is almost 100% and yet you have to
scrape together every week the ridiculously high rent for the, dirty"shack you
live in, which is owned by a wealthy landlord in the city. You would like to have
someone you can blame for your, plight, and the FLN has been eager to supply
you with objects of calumny. Those of you Who voted in the 1963 elections voted
APRA, but there were, a significant number of write-in votes for the FLN. You
feel that APRA has let you down, that none of the promised reforms have been
forthcoming, and do not begin to understand the reasons offered by the govern-
ment for the delay in these reforms.

You therefore support anything which promises change in the status quo, and
would be prepared to throw your support behind the APRA government again, if
they were able to convince you that. the promised reforms would materialize.
You are prone to violence and demonstrations. You sense a low degree of obli-
gations to, work through the existing political system, and have a low degree of
participation in any voluntary political organization. Although the Americans
have built both the clinics and one of the schools in the slum, anid staff entirely
one of the clinics, you, are not pro-America, as you consider them a sinfully
rich nation who should be doing even~more for the country. You see them in
their big, cars in the city, and are bitterly jealous. You have heard the FLN
propaganda which accuses the Americans of draining money out of Grenadilla
for their own purposes and are half convinced, reasoning that-that must be how
they gbt the big cars and the money to put up clinics.

Your people have typically families of seven or more children, many deserted
by the fathers. Almost all the slum dwellers are illiterate, the crime rate is
astronomical, and disease common. Your diet is mostly beans and quite inade-
quate nutritionally.

Population -- 40, 000

Votes -- 20,000

You may not travel or communicate on the telephones.

/
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GOVERNOR -- SANTA MARIA

Objective: Gove rnj, represent the inte r e-sts_ of-the-APRA-uoverniment in -the_-city-t---

Attitudes You report regularly to Guedalla and are loyal to him. You are
moderately wealthy by virtue of your position and friendship with Guedalla. You
depend on the present government for your income and your job and would not
like to see it deplaced unless you could get a better deal elsewhere which you
doubt.' You are not a hard core APRA member, but saw the light soon enough
in 1957 to give some aid to the revolutionary party, and received your governor-
ship as a pay off. You have good friends among the old wealthy aristocracy, and
whenever they try and discuss APRA policy with you,you have have hitherto gen-
tly changed the subject, remarking the while that of course Guedalla is one of
your oldest friends.

You~tend towards persuasion, not violence, opportunism rather than honor, cau-
tion,. reliability. You, are responsible for collecting the taxes in the province
and forwarding the balance to Guedalla after you have taken your income.

You get on well with the army commander and with the Americans whom you re-
gard -with some amusement but with liking. You have a high interest in stability
and fear and hate the FLN as your comfortable position is dependent on the con-
tinuance of- the present system, Your only reservation about Guedalla is that you
cannot understand Why he is reluctant to deal -violently with the FLN. Yousome-
times think in terms of getting next to Hernandez, so that, should power change
hands your position would still be secure, but you do not want to come out into
-the open until you are sure this will be necessary, as you do prefer Guedalla
of the two, and yourself of the three of you.
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L--UIS--DEENER-VES- N A MARIA

Read the scenario for some facts about yourself and~the FLN movement. You,
are the son of a wealthy Santa Maria family who have disowned you. You came
back from America full of the idea of democracy, and the equality of every
man, and were met with apopletic fury from your father and weeping from'
your mother when you propotinded these ideas. The spell in the army which
you did to please your father was a disaster; you loathed it; thought the
officers were brutes; and were finally discharged after a year's unsatisfactory
service.

Your objective is a free and independent Grenadilla, wherein all men are born
equal and free, and there is social justice for all. Despite your admiration for
America you do not wish Grenadilla -o be within the American sphere of in-
fluence, but an equal among equal states. You despair of achieving your object
through the APRA party, and see Guedalla as a tired man who has compromised
withthe wealthy and influential sections of the country, and betr•.yed his ideals.
You prefer Carreras, but consider he has compromised himself by staying in
office in the present government. The FLN is the only party that has proved
both 4deologically and practically satisfying, and you are totally committed to
them. You admire Bunuel, but admire the charismatic de Zulueta more, although
you realize that it is possible that a Cuban-trained FLN member maynot have
quite the same aims for the country as you yourself do. Any agitation.you can
stir up is to-the good and you have already had success with the port slum, though
little successwith the urban proletariat. You have a band of 700 men. While
you fight at a great advantage against the army you should at all costs avoid
direct conflict as they outnumber you 1Z to 1. You should not leave the province;
not take any major actions without getting orders from Bunuel unless you have an
excellent reason, or wish to make a break with Bunuel. You are not inclined
however to disobey Bunuels orders, as the FLN see themselves as a tightly knit
band of brothers, all utterly loyal to each other.

You usually-make use of violence rather than:persuasion, and are an opportunist
except where the long term welfare of Grenadilla seems to you to be a concern.

f
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1. Introduction

).-PL--CAV-C ndll-nd --- -- -_ - L
POLITICA VI(rtia - a total of 101 respondents. These criticisms

proved valuable in correcting operational difficulties during the development

of the games. Responses show considerable variations from scenario to

scenario, but certain common patterns seem to have -emerged with regard

to play ability and, the extent to which player behavioi was guided by game
constraints.

The largest number of respondents for all of the three scenarios

saw interactions among players as the most realistic aspect of the game,

though the percentage of players, giving this answer was higher for Patria

and Inertia than for Grenadilla. Since the basic objective of the POLITICA

development was to simulate realistically the interactions among •groups and

individuals, this response speaks well for the achievement of this objective.

The next-largest number of players considered communications difficulties

the games most realistic aspect, followed closely by role delineations. This

latter aspect of. the game was the one found most difficult by the developers

to implement;

On the other hand, a large number of participants felt that players

acting out of character with their roles, was the major source of unreality

in the exercises. Sin ce,, however, most players felt their own best play was

motivated by the, personality profile, this* response indicates primarily that

players tended to perceive their own role constraints as realistic, but others

as not. From a teaching point of view, this discrepancy suggests that the

players could learn a good deal by objective consideration of other people's

play of the various roles. Unfortunately, most players, did not see it that

way, preferring to conclude rather that other players were simply "out of

character" when their behavior did not match preconceptions concerning the

real world. This argues strongly for a-detailed debriefing of the players in

terms of- these differential perceptions.

TV -1I
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-Mechanisms-for power-plays "andý-violence-were.-pearceived--as:

jj • unrealistic by players in all three games, as was the limited time ýallowed

for player interactions. These factors, the fundamental compression of

time and space are, of course, inherent in the simulation concept. The

mechanics of power plays and' violence have been refined as a result of

these criticisms in an attempt to minimize this, problem.

Only 29 of the 101 respondents mentioned problems brought outin

the game of'which they were not previously aware, although the responses

concerning role perception mentioned above suggest that there may be much

more to be learned. Of these, nine--all responding.to the Inertia scenario

which had an unusually large number of clandestine roles--pointed to the,

difficulties which exist in: determining the real loyalties of the other players.

Six players mentioned the difficulties of decision-making under pressure on

the basis of incomplete evidence, while six more realized the difficulties

of maintaining control of people and using •power. Recognition of the

constraints on accomplishing. objectives within, group interactions was

another relatively frequent new learning output from'the games. The

communication of all of these problems is an important part of the POLITICA

objective.,

Personality profiles seem to have had an important impact on player

behavior in that one third of the players felt that the personality profile

motivated them-to take actions they considered effective. The general

scenario and actions of other players ranked next as motivators for effective

action. Actions of other, players were thought to be by far the most common

cause of players taking action which p-roved injurious to their interests.

Personality profiles ranked second as the source of actions players considered

to have harmed their interests, apparently an indication that game contraints

were indeed effective in determining player behaviOr. Prior knowledge of

Latin America was the least common source for contention that POLITICA

canbe played effectively by personnel withc6ut specific area expertise.

.1< By far the largest number of players listed personal interaction,

bargaining and' negotiating: as the most enjoyable aspect of the. game, followed

A • by power plays and violence. The slow pace of things, particularly for some

of the population players, proved~most' boring for the 'largest number, although.

it is interesting to note that 'an equal number indicated that no aspects .of the

"IV-2
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'gms~bor-ed t1hem.. _Us-yaersJ ,-ow.er",,-.-statednthat;-.they.-be came---

moderately, not deeply, involved i. the ekercises. Mostthought the game

length was about right ahd-most were satisiied with their role assignments.

Opinions, on whether or hotthe outec6me was, realistic were divided, though

half of those who thought the'butcome was unrealistic were reporting on the

Inertia play. Much of this feeling may have been a reaction to Contrbols

"intervention" in the death of, El Caudillo. Most were also satisfied with

roles assigned to other players and a majority thought the personality con-

straints in the profiles were reasonable. Areas of confusion were frequently

,traced to artificial aspects of the games. A substantial majority of respondents

indicated a desire to play again.

In brief, it appears that player behavior was in fact sufficiently

influenced by the game structure to provide a relatively realistic set of

responses. Role identification seems to have run fairly high and most

players seem to have been substantially influenced by the scenario,

profiles and rules.,

A tabulation ofcrtueoiiidtaflo .
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I

Role Played __ __........__

Nam_

CRITIQUE,

1. What do you believe waS the most realistic aspect of the game?

2. What do you believe was the most unrealistic aspect of the game?+

3. What problem did the game bring out that you Were not previously

aware of (if any)?

4. What action of yours did you think was, most effective?

ý5. What' motivated y.!uto itake .hiis, action:
a. your own knowledge of Latin Ameriia?

b. the scenario?

c. the personality profile - if so, which factor?

d. economic constraints?

-e. actions of another player in the game - if so,
specify.

.6. What was your worst mistake in playing the game?

7. What motivated you to take this, action:

a. your own knowledge of Latin America?

b. the scenario?

c. the persOnality profle- - if so, which factor?

d. economic constraints?

e. actions of another player in the game - if so,
specify..1o

I
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9. What aspect of the game, bored -yqu?

10. Do you believe that 'games like this wouldbe useful for research
'into soci0o-political processes in the real world?

11. If so,. what hypotheses do you think could be tested?"

1>2. What do you suggest be done to improve the, game,?

13. How involved,in the game did you become? (Please check one.)

Slightly? __________ 'oderately,?_ Deeply?

14. Do youibeliev~e that the game outcome was realistic? If not, why not?

15. What was the most 'significant action in determining the outcome of -the,
game?

16. Do you believe this •action was reasonable in terms of the scenario?

17. What role would you like to play in another, similar game?

18. Do youi think the game was too short, about'the right length,. or too long?

19. Were you, satisfied with your own role assignment?

20. Were you satisfied with the roles assigned to other players? If not,
why not?

iv-1'
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.21. .D~o-yoU# think.the-personality-c onstraint s were: ... -- -think-

b. too- confining

C. insufficiently explicit?

22. What was the most confusing aspect of the game?

23. Do you believe this confusion to be the result of realistic or artificial
aspects?

24. Were communications :realistically simulated?

25. Would you like to play again?

iV,)I
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-3. Critique Data Tabuiation .

1. Most realistic aspect of game

POLITICA II POLITICA V POLITICA VI TOTAL

a) role de5ineations 51 6 6 16

b) physical siet-up 2. 2

(provinces)

c) power.ratings and& 0 4 3 7
structure

d) Communications - 4 5 9 18
information or. lack. of
information available
during game.,

e), interactions among 8 13 20 41
players

f) time factors 0 2 0 2

2.- Most -unrealistic aspect of game

POLITICA H .POLITICA V POLITICA VI TOTAL

a) lack of information 1 4 4 9
(about other roles, ,about
,other interactions)

b) time allowed' for 3 9 3 15
interactions

c) physical set-up
1. speed of movement 3 1 3 7

.among provinces,
2. communications 1 3 2 6

d) power plays, violence 1 '6 5 12'

e) players acting out of 3 11 5 19
character with roles

f) groups repres'ented by 2 3 2 7
,one person

IV-7



_ _ __ ___

-3-e- :Problems:•brought =out:thatýplayey --nowýawa-re of yWrevio Ly

WWI POLITICA II° TPOLITICA "V- POLITICA-VI.TO-TAýL

a) difficulties of decision- 2 3' 1 6
making under pressure
with incomplete information

b) determining loyalties 0 0 9 9

c) accomplishing objectives 1 3 1 5
in group interactions

d) maintaining control of 2 2 2 6
people, situation; uise of
power

e) communications 1 2 0 3

4. Action believed most effective
These answers vary widely with-the roles. Generally, the following

three types of action were listed as being most effective.

a) taking an action which was considered by player as being in

character with his assigned role.

b) participating in or initiating a power play which improved a

player's relative position.

c) supporting in one way or another the person whom the player

thought could do the most good for him.

5. Motivations for taking actions considered effective

'POLITICA II POLITICA V POLITICA VI TOTAL*

a) knowledge of Latin America 2 2 4 '8

b) scenario 7 12 5 24

c) personality profile 6 14 13 33

d) economic constraints z2 3 8 13

e) actions of another 4 9 11 24
player

*More than one -factor listed per questionnaire.

J.
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IS... ........ . -_W orst mistake~ urifg-game=•............. ......

Again, the answers here vary with roles. Generilly, the mistake

ws i•-the area of:

a) making an error in judgment - choosing the wrong side or

person to support

b) not taking enough positive action and consolidating of power.

Examifples:

Arana (POLITICA WI): "Probably backing a coup that didn't have

the army to back it."

. Workers - San Cristobol (POLITICA II): "Not getting the workers,

slum dwellers and students together earlier in game."

Armenduriz (POLITICA VI): "Not enough concrete action on my

part."

Pascual (POLITICA VI): "Not getting 'in' with Morgan when he

had great power."

7.. Motivation for taking action considered worst mistake

POLITICA II POLITICA V rPOLITICA VI TOTAL

a) knowledge of Latin America 3 0 1 4

b). scenario 5 3 2 10

c) personality profile 5 7 4 16

A) economic constraints 2 3 3 8

e) actions of other player 3 16 11 30

f). confusion, fast action 0 3 1 4

8. Aspect of game enjoyed most

POLITICA II POLITICA V POLITICA VI TOTAL

a) personal interaction, 10 14 14 38
bargaining, negotiating

b) power plays & violence 2 5 11 18

c) observing development of 2" 2 0 4
game

d) fast-moving action 1 2 1 4

e) role playing self & 1 3 1 5
others

IV-9
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9. Most boring, asp~ect of gam

POLITICA II -POIXT-ICA V POLITICA VI TOTAL

a) dragginess 2 8 7 17

b) conf usion-, aimlessness 01 6 6 12

c) small part in action 3 3 3 9

d): no mobility 2 4 2 8

e) ineffectiveness of actions 4 4 0 8

f) none 3 6 8 17

10. Are games like this useful for research into socio-p2olitical
D'rocesses -in the real world

POLITICA II POLITICA V POLITICA VI TOTAL

a) Yes 8 23 13 44

b) No 3 6 14 23

c) Uncertain 6 7 5 '18

12. Suggestions for improving the game

The suggeto mniedte osby Tfar was-that the pace- be slowed

down, allowing more time for assessing -the situation and planning further

action.

Other suggestions were to use more experienced players, have more

orderly power plays, to have more knowlede abut othe r playeire~

'13. How involved did vlayef become in~game"?

POLITICA II POLITICA, V POLITICA VI TOTAL

a) Slightly 574 16

b) Moderately 10- 22:z1 53

c) Deeply 43 3-- 29

14. Wai outcome of game reaii16stic

POIATICA1 'POLItICA V, 'PObLITiCAV TOTAL
a),Yes '9 24+ 9' 42,

b) No -6 12 40

18. Was the length of the_ game,,too .shortj too long,. or righ~t length,?

POLitICAMI POLITICA V POLVI-I~I( 1 AVI -TOTAL.

a4)' Sho rt ~68 12 -26-7

b) Right, length V 1 17 43

c), ong 3 AI -4 148

ly-JO1 -



19. -Were jyou satisfied with. jour -own role -assigntment?

POLIICKr PLITCAV OIýTICA VI TOTAL
a) Yes, 15 IT __2

ý20. -Were you saltisfied~with the, roles assigned to other players?

POLITICAJIl POLITICA V POLITiCA VI TOTALý

a) es 16 25 25 66

'b) No- 2 1.58

Zl..' Were -the personality constraints reasonable,- confining,
in-sufficiently exEplicit?

POLITICA It. POLITICA V' P6ILITICA VI TOTAL

a) reasonable 11 30 21 '52

"b to6i confi~ning 1 2 4 7

d)- insufficiently explicit, :5 SL 4 14

22. What Was the most confusing aspect of -game?

These ,answ*ers correspbnd~ed clodely with- the replies, as to-,the -most

unrealisticoaspect of the' game.. 'They included factors -such as too many,

power plays, lack of'time to assimilate information, commudnicaitions,

difficulty -in determining -loyalties.

23... Was 'he confusion a result of realistic.or artificial aspects?

POLITICA IL POLITICA V 'POLITICA VI 'TOTAL

-a) realistic 7' 4 '617

b)' artificial-8 22 17 47.

2.Were 'corimunications, reali-stically'siraulated~?

POLITICA-II POLITICA V POLItICA VI TOTAL-

a) Yes, 8Z4' 11 43
,b),No 4 914 1639*

*Most state!d communic'a~tions ;unrea6ýlisticaly- cofuinge and,, diffic-i~lt. A _feW,
stated th'ey, wre, too easy;

-,IV-l
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25. Would you likei to play atgain?

'POLITICA fi POLITICA V POLITICA VI TOTAL

a)Yes 6 Z7 6

b) N6 4 6z1

IV-12
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